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Midwinters Ballr This Year's Biggest
Dance, Officially Begins At 9:00 P. M,

Lovely Ladies To Grace Midwinters Boll

Clayton Given Job

By BOB RAYLE

BETTY NORTON

Fire Partially Destroys
Physics Professor's Unit
A fire, believed to have been^
caused by an overheated electric work will be begun immediately
hotplate, partially destroyed pre- and that Martin should be able to
fab unit number seventy-nine move back ir< several days.
about 2:30 yesterday afternoon.
Furniture was removed from
The house is the home of Pro- both units by a throng of spectafessor Rhett Martin, physics in- tors that gathered quickly. Eye
structor.
witnesses state that the fire deThe interior of the house was partment was extremely efficient
badly damaged and furniture in and had the fire under control
the living room and kitchen was about fifteen minutes after arvirtually destroyed. China, kit- riving at the scene.
chen utensils, silver, and kitchen
appliances were also lost in the
fire.
Mrs. Martin was in the other
half of the unit, the home of student Jack Dowi's and his wife, at
the time of the fire. Except for
smoke damage, Dowis' home was
Charles N. Still, chemistry
not hurt. A man passing the senior of Greenwood, . has been
house in a truck first discovered named cadet regimental chaplain
the fire and turned in the alarm to succeed W. W. Ballentine, agriat the home of student David culture junior of. Blythwood.
Buckman.
Still, who formerly was a
Housing Administrator Henry second lieutenant attached to "M"
:Hill states that this was the first Company, is a member of Blue
fire of any consequence to ocev" Key and of Tigerhood, and is a
in the veteran's housing develop'' past president of the Baptist
ment. He also says that repair Strident Union.

tgimenlal Chaplain

Tomorrow marks the beginning
of Clemson's gala Midwinters Bail
weekend, whish 'promises to be
one of the biggest and best dances
yet held at Clemson. Hal McIntyre and his Orchestra, "The
Band All America Loves," are expected to add much to the spirit
of gay-iety which has already begun to permeate the campus.
Arrangements have been made
for dates to be quartered in
Second Barracks, with a charge
of $1.00 per date to cover the cost
of chaperones, porters, and the
guard detail.
As previously announced, the
Friday night dance will be formal, will last from nine till one,
and tickets will cost three dollars
apiece. An afternoon concert, to
be held from three to five Saturday will cost fifty cents innounced last week. It will probably be held in the College
Ch;oel, and will be, more or less,
a "jam session." Requests will
be played. The Saturday night
informal will be from eight til
twelve and will cost three and a
half dollars. Prices are the same
regardless of whether the student
has a date or not.
Central Dance Association President Johnny Klettner emphasizes
especially the announcement concerning rules of dress for the
dances. Friday night, uniform or
tuxs must be worn. Although
the Saturday night dance in informal, T-shirts and sweaters are
not acceptable.
Hal Mclntyre is a disciple and
former associate of the late Glen
Miller.
About ten! years ago, Hal was
the first man Miller hired when
he formed the band that was to
become the most famous in the
entire history of the music business. Mac, a talented alto saxophonist and clarinetist, sparked
the reed section that was always
the outstanding characteristic of
the Miller men.
Says Hal: "I can't overestimate
the value of my association with
Glenn. His vision and keen musical understanding together with
his fine executive ability, made
him the perfect teacher. I learned a great deal from him that
has been of practical service to
me, and I will always be indebted
to hirn.
"However, I am influenced by
Miller on in my seriousness to
have a great all-around band.
There is a happy medium in
music and it can be styled to
please both sweet-lovers and hotdevotees. The modern brand of
(Continued on. Page 5)

Professor B. E. Goodale, Professor of Dairing, has been recently elected Chairman of the
National Borden's Award Committee in Dairy Manufacturing.
Professor Goodale will serve as
chairman of this committee of
three men in the dairy manufacturing instructing profession who
will determine who in the U. S.
has made the greatest contributions in the field of teaching and
research in dairy manufacturing.
This committee makes one of
two $1,000 awards given by the
Borden Company to the two men
selected as leaders in the Dairying and Animal Husbandry teaching and research 'professions each
year.

Florence Named
New ASME Prexy
O. G. Florence, mechanical engineering junior of Wren, Ga.,
was elected chairman of the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers at a meeting held last
Tuesday night.
Other officers elected were E.
M. Horton, of Spartanburg as
vice chairman; M. C. Watts of
Greenville as secretary; and C.
H. Martin of Aiken as treasurer.
After the elections, plans were
discussed for a joint meeting of
the Greenville section and the
Clemson student section of ASME
to be held at Clemson on April
13. The national president of
ASME will be the principal
speaker at the meeting.
Several members of the Clemson society are expected to attend the Southern Regional Convention which will be held in
Mobile, Ala., on April 4 and 5.
The ASME is starting a campaign to encourage engineering
students to help keep Riggs Hall
clean.

Clemson Graduate
Buys Union Dairy
Kenneth William McGee, a
member of Ihe graduating class of
1935, is now the owner of the
Union Dairies of Union, S. C.
A dairy major while at Clemson, Mr. McGee has been in the
dairy business in various parts
of the state for the past thirteen
years.

Ciemaun «jonege's annual Mid-Winter Ball, set for Feb. 11-12, will have these six charming young
ladies as sponsors for the host organization, the Central Dance Association. They are, top row, left
t§ right, Miss Jean Rickenbaker of Union for Publicity Chairman Jack Zeigler; Miss Betty Brewer of Converse College and Rocky Mount, N. C, for floor Chairman H. C. Chambers; Mrs. Mae Eubanks of Clemson and Augusta, Ga., for placing Chairman Lucius Eubanks; second row, Miss Helen
Ciril of Queens College and Charlotte, N. C, for decorations Chairman George L. Adams, Jr., Miss
Helen Glascow of Converse College and Charlotte, N. C, for Designer Roy Taylor; and Miss Margaret Cannon of the University of South Carolina and Clemson for President Johnny Klettner.
Hal Mclntyre and his orchestra will provide the music.

Religious Week
Schedule Given
Students and faculty members are reminded of the special
schedule of morning classes to
be followed on Monday through
Thursday, February 14-17, in
order that those interested may
attend the services held at 12
noon in the college auditorium
in connection with Religious
Emphasis Week.
This special schedule of morning classes for February 14-17
will be as follows:
All classes scheduled for
8:05-8:55 will be at 8:05-8:40;
9:05-9:55 will be at 8:50-9:25;
10:05-10:55 will be at 9:35-10:10;
11:05-11:55 will be 10:20-10:55;
12:05-12:55 will be 11:05-11:40.

nice is new
Phil Prince, arts and sciences
senior .of Erwin, Tennessee, was
elected treasurer of Tiger Brotherhood to succeed David Banks,
arts and sciences senior of St.
Matthews, at the regular meeting Tuesday night.
Prince is vice-president of the
Senior Class and a member of the
Senior Council, of Blue Key, and
of Tiger Brotherhood. He played tackle on Clemson's 'Gator
Bowl football team of last season, and was named to the allstate team.

Hunter To Speak
At Presbyterian
Dr. H. L. Hunter, Dean of the
School of Chemistry and Geology,
will speak to the students of
Presbyterian College on Monday,
February 14. Dr. Hunter will
speak on Chemical Research at
the Chapel meeting of those students Monday morning.
He was invited to speak to
those students I by Professor Gordon Goodale, Assistent Professor
of Chemistry at P. C, who is a
graduate of Clemson and the son
of Professon B. E. Goodale, Professor of Dairying here at Clemson.

Leon O. Clayton has been' appointed to succeed Dan Lewis as
State Eoys' Club Agent for the
Clemson Extension Service. Mr.
Lewis, who retired from the position on Dec. 31 after twenty-five
years of service, came to Clemson from N Alabama. Following
graduate work at Cornell University, he joined the Extension Service in 1923 as an assistant to B.
O. Williams.
The turn of the last decade
saw him succeed Mr. Williams as
state agent, and for the past
eighteen years he has held that
job. Enrollment has increased
from 7,000 to 44,000, and more
than 225,999 boys and girls have
been members during that time.
Aside from this membership
record, Mr. Lewis has been instrumental in the establishment
of Camp Long and Camp Bob
Cooper. Thousands of boys and
girls have attended the short
training course offered each year.
During the war, he was active in
helping the youth of this state
realize their responsibilities in
food production a*i conservation,
bond sales, Red Cross activities,
and many other vital programs.
While Lewis led a busy life as
4H Club agent, he found time to
teach a Sunday School class at the
Clemson Baptist Church, and was
available as a counselor for many
student organizations.
Clayton, a member of the graduating class of 1931, has been
active in farm work as county
agent and as assistant 4H Club
agent, except for four years spent
in the army, ever since he left
Clemscn.
Even before coming to college,
he made an outstanding record as
a 4-H member. He won many
blue ribbons, and was a state
representative at the National
4-H Club Camp at Washington.
In the last few years, he has served on several national 4-H committees.
NOTICE
The Religious Emphasis Week
Committee has requested that
campus clubs and organizations
postpone all meetings in order
that all attention may be concentrated on making the religious week activities a success.

igious Leaders Chosen For Emphasis Week, Feb. 14-17

DR. T. F. ADAMS

All Clemson is cooperating to
make Religious Emphasis Week,
which begins Monday and' lasts
Until Thursday, possible. The
downtown businesses have agreed
to close during the daily convocations, which will be held each
day from 12:00 to 1:00 p. m. in
the College Chapel. To keep the
convocations from closing out the
12:00 o'clock classes, a special
schedule has been devised, under
which all morning classes will be
over before noon. Many of the
professors have agreed to go easy
on quizzes during the week, in
order that students will not have
to miss any of the planned program because of studies.
Dr. Theodore F. Adams, originally from Palmyra, N. Y., and
now pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Richmond, Va., will be
the 'principal speaker and will

conduct the activities at the daily
convocations. His subjects, built
around the general theme, "A
Faith For Today," will be: Monday, "The Glory of Religion";
Tuesday, "What Can A Man Believe"; Wednesday, "What Are
You Good For"; and Thursday,
"Expendable Christians."
Dr. Adams holds several degrees. He received his B. A. degree from Denison University, his
B. D. from Rochester Theological
Seminary, and his D. D.'s from
the University of Richmond, Denison University, and the College
of William and Mary. Dr. Adams
is at present a member of the
Southern Regional Council of
Churches and a member of the
Committee on Negro Ministerial
Education. He is a recognized
authority on marriage, the home,
and pastoral problems, and is a

frequent lecturer on these subjects. He has an extensive background in work with college students and their problems, and for
this reason was invited to lead
the Clemson Religious Emphasis
Week program this year.
Following the custom of years
past, forums will be held in the
barracks on Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday nights, beginning
at 8:30, with local ministers and
visiting clergymen of various
faiths leading the discussions.
These forums, which in reality
are theological "bull sessions,"
are one of the most popular facets
of the week's program, because
each student has a chance to present his views and his problems, and hear the opinions of others on
the same subjects.
Nine religious leaders from this
and other states will be on hand

to join with The Rev. E. W. Hardin of the Clemson Methodist
Church, Dr. S. J. L. Crouch of the
Clemson Presbyterian Church,
The Rev. Harold Cole and Mr.
James Spangerberg of the Clemson Baptist Church, and Fr. J. M.
Donelon of St. Andrews. Clemson
Church, in leading the forums.
They are:
The Rev. W. McLeod Frampton,
pastor of the Purity Presbyterian
Church of Chester. He is- a native of Charleston, and a graduate
of Porter Military Academy,
Presbyterian College, and the Columbia Theological Seminary. He
recently received his D. D. from
Presbyterian College.
The Rev. Capers Satterlee, Rector of the Church of the Advent,
Spartanburg. He did both his
graduate and undergraduate work
at Sewanee. For nine years he

was Rector of the Clemson Church
of the Holy Trinity, and now, in
addition to his regular duties as
Rector at Spartanburg, he has
charge of the Canterbury Club of
Converse College.
The Rev. Roberts C. Lasater,
Baptist chaplain of North Carolina State College. He did his
undergraduate work at Wake
Forest College, and received his
Bachelor of Divinity degree from
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary. He served with the
Louisville, Kentucky, Council of
Churches and was for six months
chaplain at the Louisville General
Hospital. In addition to his ministerial duties at N. C. State, he
teaches a course in marriage.
The Rev. E. S. Jones, pastor of
the Wesley Memorial Methodist
Church, Columbia. He has been
extremely interested in student

work all during -his seventeenyear ministery, and was a forum
leader for Clemson's Religious
Emphasis Week in 1947.
Rabbi Gilbert Kla-perman, of
the Brith Sholom Synagogue in
Charleston. He is a graduate of
Yeshiva University, and obtained his M. A. degree from Iowa
State University. He has served
as director of the Hillel Foundations at Iowa State and at Queens
University, Canada, and is at the
present time counselor for the
Hillel unit at The Citadel.
He has taught various religious
courses at Iowa State and at Yeshiva, and is listed in Who's Who
in Religion and in Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities. Also a writer, he contributes
to various religious and educational periodicals.
(Continued on Page 5)
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*et GL e$ New Twist PhelpsBultman Wins Semifinals in Recent
retc'icn of Music Beaux Arts $5,000 Scholarship Contest
When, a few years ago, Edwin
Fadiman decided to pool the talents of four artists to form a
quartet of pianos, musicians were
either skeptical or amused. Who
had ever heard of a piano quartet? And, besides, what music
would they play? The only work
tor tour pianos in the entire reoeri iry was a concerto by Bach
(and even that had been <. transcription of a vvoik by Vivaldi
Cor four violins). Did the quartet intend to make its way
through the music world with t.
one-work repertory?
But Mr. Fadiman and the four
artists he called on to work out
the idea were convinced that an
ensemble of four pianos could
};ield new sonorities, new c'olors,
new dynamics to the performance
■ i music. Confident in their arc purpose, they set about to
overcome their greatest obstacle:
the lack of repertory. Painstak' -, they transcribed much of
■orid's greatest music.
The story goes that the first
work the quartet transcribed for
four pianoj was the C-sharp minor Waltz of Chopin. The work
was ] Srfofmed before a groups of
critics and musicians. One of
them remarked, "You men are
really wonderful! With one stroke
of the pen. you have opened up a
completely new repertory for
music!"
Today the programs of the
^irst Piano Quartet cover virtually the whole range of music from1
Rameau to Gershwin. After the
f'o ~ation of the ensemble, the
.. ..cMian organization gave the
quartet one' whole year of time
in which to develop a repertory
9S well as to attain that extraordinary precision
of ensemble
work which critics now state has
never been equalled by any other
nization in the history of music. At the end of a year, the
National Broadcasting Company
engaged the ensemble, and since
that time they have become a
fixture in NBC's coast-to-coast
network with over 500 radio concert performances to their credit.
Subsequently, as a result oi
the huge demand from listeners
all over the country for personal
appearances, the quartet started
concertizing, and today they have
established themselves, .after having played in over 200 cities, as a
permanent concert
attraction
i along with the top headliners
as Jascha Heifetz, Vladimir Ho; rowitz, Jose Iturbi, Marian Anderson and Lily Pons.
The four members of the First I
1 Piano Quartet, still under the
', watching care and guidance of
Mr. Fadiman, are: Adam Garner,'
Vladimir Padwa, Frank Mittler, j
i and Edward Edson, each one a
concert solo artist in his own
right.

Arthur Nutt^eTL Jr.,
: graduated from. the U.
)ol, Pre-Flight at
recen
ionies at Pensacola,
^nsign
program to finish this phase of his
aviation training.
Under this plan the college
fraduatc who can- pass the re-

Will Compete Against 19 Others !ti
Finals To Be Held Early Next Month

Agricultural Education Seniors
Visit Class Of Clemson Graduate
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Phelps Bultrhan, architecture senior of Sumter, lias
won national acclaim and top honors in the first section of
nation-wide competition for the .$5000 Lloyd Warren Architecture Scholarship. He will compete against 19 other
students from schools and colleges throughout the -United
States in the finals to he held March 5.
Bultman was notified last Friday night that he had won
first place With his drawing of a memorial hall for the Kitty Hawk, the Wright Brothers' airplane, which recently was
returned to-the United States.

In YMCA Lobby

FHELPS BULTMAN

Dan Reed Will Play "Polonius"
With Barter Theater February 23
At a time when rriost actors*
are fighting for work, Dan Reed,
! Named Head
currently playing "Polonius" in
the Barter Theatre's 200th production, "Hamlet," wants to get Naval Reserve Here
away from acting and back to his
Professor Marshall C. Bell of
first love—writing and directing. the mathematics department has
A medium-sized, bouncy, bald- been appointed the "Commanding man with an impish face, Dan ant's Local Representative" for
Reed is the perfect character type. the Clemson area.
Last season on Broadway he
-The duties of this office are
could be seen as "Old Man Nel- to take care of Naval business in
son" in "Hope is the Thing with this area which would not warFeathers," "Prof. Thaddeus" in rant sending a man from Charles"The Vigil," and was about to go ton, such as recruiting, adminisinto "As the Girls Go," with Bob- tering oaths, executing official
by Clark, before joining Barter. papers, and procuring medals
earned and uniform refunds.
Professor Bell has an office in
Room 20 Tillman Hall, and will
be available there from 7:30 r>
m. until 8:30 p. m., Wednesdays
and Fridays, for consultation
about naval activities.
He says that at present he is
particularly interested in seeing
all men who are interested in
joining the Naval Reserve, especially those who wish to transfer from some other branch of
the Armed Forces Reserve.
Also, Naval and Marine Corps
reservists are urged to affiliate
with the Volunteer Composite Reserve. .Unit 6-17 which is now
meeting regularly in the Chemistry Lecture Room on Wednesday
nights from 8:30 until 10:30.
in the theatre was as assistant
stage manager with the Pacific
Coast Stock Companies in 1907.
He worked with famous directors
and starred as a "boy actor" for
three years in Los Angeles and
San Francisco. Association with
commedian Nat Goodwin led to
many touring engagements that
took Mr.. Reed to Broadway at
the age of 18 where he played in
the star cast of "Oliver .Twist"
headed by Goodwin, Marie Doro
Constance Collier and Lyn Harding;
Reed's first indication of being
a three-fold worker in the theatre was in 1913 when he wrote his
own vaudeville sketches and p/esented them on the national circu=tSAn important post occupied by
Mr_ peed was that of production
supervisor in the play department 01>the Lee Shubert interests
in New York which he held from
1929 to 1932, often simultaneously
with omer engagements. Mana.
jng j/[r ancj Mrs Charles Coburn j
in their revival of "The Yellow I
Jackets" in 1928 was one of Mr.
Reed's memorable assignments,
Directing production for two seasons of the Palm Beach Playhouse
in Florida was another.

Barrett Clarke, executive director of the Dramatists' Play Service, professor at Columbia University, and author of textbooks
on the theatre; Herman Shumlin,
one of the most famous producers
in America; and Sam Wanamaker,
director of "Joan of Lorf.
raine" and this season's hit,
"Goodbye, My Fancy;" have been
named as the oanei ^f i---1*--- :-i
the play division of the National
Five Arts Award.
This distinguished group will
carry final authority in the
awarding of the $100,000 in prize
money and fellowships of the annual contest now being run by
National Five Arts..
Lady Cara Stafford - Lewis,
chairman of the Five Arts board
of governors, has announced" that
plans have been drawn for Broadway production of winning plays,
with authors receiving full royalty rights.
All script in any of the five
full-length play; radio
• song; 'short story;
- picture
synopsis,
should be sent, along with formal
entry blank, to The National Five
Arts Award, Inc., .715 Fifth Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.
Formal entry blanks may also
be obtained at this address.

The scholarship' 'provides for i ♦ year's study in the Ecole Des
Beaux Art in Paris followed by
six months of travel and study of
architecture in the United States
The annual scholarship competition is held in two sections, according to John Gates, head of
A new electric clock' ias been
the department of architecture.
Entries in the first part were installed in the lobby of th e
judged in New York, N. Y., last YMCA. It is presented
Tuesday. A total of 86 entries the efforts of the so lior "Yr
tiorn students in this country council and is for the 1: enefit of
were submitted. The judges chose
the best 20 drawings and named the students who arc tttending
Bultman's best of the lot. The the movies.
twenty students will now comFor many years the
oetc in the finals for the scholarat the desk has spent a
ship award.
In the first contest, each stu- of, time giving the cbrr i
dent had the same drawing as- students who.- have to meet
signment, and was allowed 24 mation or classes at a' cei
hours straight in order to. com- time. The clock has been pi;
plete it by the deadline.
The finalists will be allowed on the wall directly across
18 hours in the second section of lobby from the desk.
the competition, . and will not
know the assignment until the
:
me they are to begin work on
J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
it.
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
Bultman's original entry in the
contest is now being shown at the
Beaux Art Galleries in New
York. His drawing shows the interior of a dome-shaped building
j with the airplane suspended from
ihe ceiling.
Bultman is an honor student, a
member of Blue Key and of TW"
Brotherhc*', a former member
of the varsity swimming team,
and company commander of "D':
Company.
.
In the finals, he will compete
against students from such schools
as the University of Pennsylvania,
• the University of California, the
University of Illinois, Pennsylvania State, the University of
Michigan, Western Reserve University, and others of tne country's larger schools. This is the
first time that a Clemson student
has gained national recognition
in the Lloyd Warren Scholarship
competition.
WHEN a camel's hair coat company refused Sheedy as a gift—
Professor Gates says that ho
he went all to pieces. It was a blow that'd break an ordinary
feels sure that his student will
camel's back—but not his! He remembered hearing about
make an excellent showing.
the Finger-Nail Test . . . tried it . . . and hot-footed for a
"He has already proved that
bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now you wouldn't know the
he can outdo the best of them,
old boy! His hair has a snappy, well-groomed look. No more
and I have the greatest confidence
of that old dryness and loose, ugly dandruff! He's the hit of
in his ability .to come 'through on
every
caravan!
4
top in the finals," he declared.
Even if you're not a camel—you, too, should be using nonalcoholic Wildroot Cream-Oil containing Lanolin. You needn't
walk a mile for it—your nearest drug store has it in bottles
and tubes. And your barber can give you a professional
application. Get some today!
if. of 327 Burroughs Dr., Snyder, N. Y.
The U. S. Gypsum Company
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.
will show a film in the Clemson
architecture auditorium at 4 p.
m. February 17.
VW.VVV.VVV%rVA-AV.V.V.".V.V.".V.V.VJ".%^
"White Magic," a sound picture
filmed in Hollywood, deals with
the use of Gypsum products in
connection with stage scenes and
props.

new Moesc rmcet

DAN REED
his naval flight, training.
Ensign Nuttall is the son of
Mr. A. Nuttall of 136 Walnut
In the acting field, Dan Keed has
Street, Cedarton, Ga., and gradbeen associated with such names
uated from Clemson College. He
as
David Beiasco, Laurette Tayserved for three years in the navy
Recently, seniors taking
di- lor, Fay Bainter, Lewis Stone and
during the war.
rected teaching in Agriculture
The Theatre Guild.
Education, attended forestry field
But in the field Dan Reed loves
meetings held at the Pendleton
School Forest for both Agricul- best — writing-directing — he has
ture and Farm Veteran teachers achieved his highest notice. The
writing of "Poor Yorick" for Holin this area.
brook Blinn led to the dramatiThe
purpose
of
these
one-day
Cismson's agricultural educa-*—
field meetings was to better equip zation of the Pultizer Price novel
ticn seniors made a trip to the
teachers to teach farm forestry to "Scarlet Sister Mary" for Ethel
"Jordan high school last Jantheir organized groups of high Barrymore; then "Black April"
car 19 where they studied the
school students, farm veterans, for Paul Robeson. As' s c r i p t!
activities of the pupils of Kerw'riter and dialogue director, he j
nd. adults.
mit Watson, 1934 Clemson gradworked for Paramount Pictures |
Thirty-five
meetings
have
been
Sojourner,
.
mech
David
uate.
and Warner Brothers in Holly- I
The class visited the Jordon engineering senior of St. George, i held this year in all areas of the wood. Stars with whom Mr. Reed
state.
These
meetings
were
was
elected
president
of
the
WesCooperative Community Freezer
has acted' and directed include j
which has a room for chilling ley Foundation for the next planned by R. D. Anderson, state Ginger Rogers, Bette Da.vis, Claufarm products; another room for semester at a recent business supervisor of agricultural educa- dette Colbert, Joan Fontaine, Jim- I
dressing hogs; a machine for slic- meeting at the Methodist Church. tion; J. B. Monroe, agricultural my Cagney, Charles ! Ruggles, j
Other officers elected by the education department, Clemson
ing bacon; and more than 300
Charlie Chaplin and Spencer j
lookers which accommodate apT Methodist students to serve for College, and John Witherspoon, Tracy.
the
spring
semester
are
Curtis
proxim'ately 400 families who
assistant state forester of the
Den Reed is best known in the j
produce more than 700 lots of Rawls, textile engineering junior
South Carolina Forestry Com- South for his community theatre ,
pork and more than 200 lots' of of Rock Hill, as first vice presiwork. He founded ' the Town |
dent; C. M. Upright, mechanical mission.
beef per year.
Theatre of Columbia, South Caro
engineering
freshman
of
MooresThey next toured the cooperaThe field instruction which Una in 1919. With the help of
tive community potato
curing ville, N. C. as second vice presi- consisted of planting pines, mak- his wife, .Isadora ennett, the theahouse which is used to help pre- dent; --H. N. Black, agricultural ing improvement cuttings, con- tre grew 'so rapidly that they
eering senior of Ruffin, as
serve 4,000 bushels of potatoes
third vice president; W. D. Dod- structing firebreaks, and estimat- were able to build their own plant
yearly.
within five years. This theatre,
ufacturing fresh- ing timber was conducted by
The curing process is carried gen, textile i
still in operation, is one of the
man
of
York,
as
secretary;
and
out largely through heat from
district foresters from the va- oldest of its kind in the counW. T. Ashley pre medicine junior
wood and coal stoves.
try.
rious districts.
The class also visited the of Pikesvilie, Ky., as treasurer.
But talent in the Reed familyThe
discussion
of
what
to
Also W. W. Ballentme, agrischool farm workshop which is
does not stop with the parents.
provided with tools for metal- cultural engineering junior of teach and how to teach in farm Their daughter, Susan Reed, has
Blythwbod, as chairman deputa- forestry was conducted by F. E. become a popular figure on
working and cab'inetmaking.
The students are also taught to tions; G. W. Lindstedt, arts and Kirkle of the Teacher Training Broadway and in the" concert
repair automobiles, farm equip- sciences sophomore of Holly Hill,
field as a singer of folk songs.
as, editor of the Retreat Bugle; A. Department of Clemson.
ment, and houses.
Their son, Jerry Reed, opens in
Each
agriculture
teacher
is
W\
Snell,
agricultural
engineerCooperative community prehis first New York play this seaserving equipment provides for ing senior of Ellore, is publicity planning to include the teaching son, "The Leaf and the Bough."
peeling peaches chemically and chairman; H. P. Walker, pre- of farm forestry in his teaching
Dan Reed was born in Denver,
canning farm products. The hy- medicine junior of Fort Mill, as calencfar.
Colorado in 1892. His first job
dration machinery, which was J director cf social activities; and
built by the students with the W. B. Patterson, architectural
aid of the teacher, reduces the sophomore of Abbeville, as world
weight of a bushel of peaches to service chairman.
four pounds, and yet the peaches
The installation service for
retain their food value.
these new officers was held SunThe cooperative plan started in day, January 23, at 11:30.
HOME OF THE SWAP SHOP
Jordon with the farmers joining
Two important events are on
forces to buy fertilizer.
the Wesley Foundation calendar
Call us to sell your merchandise
j in the immediate future. The
As you go through life let your Wes!oy Foundation supper will
Come to see us to buy . . . Most anything salable
good fellowship follow jteu
e hejd Wednesday night, Februripples follow the wake cf a
,ry 1g] as a part 0f the Religions
If you have any kindness to do, do Emphasis Week -program. The
Phone 1414
Ralph D. Parker, Owner
it now. If you have anyone you & ^ Carolina Methoaist Student
should encourage, do it now-. Pass
Anderson, S. C.
on the sunshine and don't wait Conference will be held in C oj lumbia February 18-20.
until it is too late.

Ag Ed Seniors Go
Forestry

*

I

Gypsum Company
il! Show Film

CALS/'i

len~tie=time

BENNETT BIRTH ANNOUNCED

J

(is ARROW tie time)

A girl, Clyda Victoria Bennett,
was born to Professor and Mrs.
J. Z. Bennett on February 3; at
the Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville, Tenn*. She weights seven
pounds and three ounces, and
both mother and daughter are
well.

GENE ANDERSON'S DEP'T STORE
VISIT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S

Ready-to-Wear
212-214 South Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

YOU CAN'T BEAT VALUE
See your Arrow dealer today and pick oot a few neat knot£

ting Arrows for your favorite student or professor.

5 /, Arrow ties come in a wide assortment of patterns and

COCH RAN JEWELERS

S1

fabrics and make a perfect Valentine gift.

^

~ jj&*^~- -----

Arrow ties ... $1.00 to $2.50

WATCHES — DIAMONDS — SILVER — CLOCKS
Serving the People for 58 Years
107 East Whitner Street

Anderson, S. C.

ARROW
■m
SHIRTS

and

*■
TIES

r- •
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UNDERWEAR w HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
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Furrnan University Si
Present Concert Febr

A difficult passage in one of the songs on their program is explained to the girl soloists of the Furman University Singers by
Director DuPre Rhame in a rehearsal session for their appearance here at the Clemson College Chapel at 8 p. m., Tuesday,
February 22. The lovely soloists are, left to right, Carrie Ann
Shiodor of Asheville, N. C, Blossom Craft off Macon, Ga., and
Dot Cox of Asheville.

The Furxnan University Singe
who will appear in concert
a
the Clemson College Chapel at S
-sd.ay, February 22, is i
groent of one of the oldest
choral groups of its kind in the
southeast.
Singers had as its beginling as an organization in 1398,
vith 1
rriing of the Furman
Men's Glee. Club. It remained a
chorus until World War ' II
s female section was addle name changed to the
n University Singers.
Pre Rhame, director of the
5ingei's, has bean closely
connected with the group since he
entered Furman as a student in
While a student he was a
member of the glee club and the
-m''versify orchestra.
Upon his graduation he became
director of music in the Grcenrille, S. C, High School, joining
he Furman faculty shortly afterwards. He became director of
music for the Buncombe Street
DUPKE RHAME
Methodist Church in Greenville
in 1932, and is now holding a
similar post at the Greenville
First Baptist Church.
He is widely known as a bass
soloist and has sung roles in
concerts presented all
through
the South, including those given
by the Music Festival Association in Columbia; S. C.
Mr. Rhame has studied at the
Onhu ehts who, have
Eastman School of Music and the
paid their class space fee will be
Julliarcl Scfhool of Music and has
eljgibie to receive a '49 .Taps, acbeen the pupil of such f.
teachers as Frederick Haywood,
■Bcb Wiggins, Taps business manEdwin Orlando Swain, and Ella ager. However, one hundred exEarle Tcodt.
Last summer he tra copies have been ordered for
attended the Fred Waring School
the benefit of those who wish to
for Choral Directors.
spore and get a
In addition to his many activi- pay
ties in the field of music, Mr.
Rhame served as Carolina's DisOrders for this hundred copies
trict Governor for Kiwanis Inbe taken on a first cometernational and as governor of
first served basis at the Taps ofthe Southeastern District of the
serheni ol 7th liarNational Association of Teachers
rack;.
of Singing.
...o rates are $3.00 for freshA native of Sumter, Mr. Rhame
men, S4.00 for sophemores, .".TOO
is married to the former Miss
fer juniors, and $7.u0 for; ^seniors.
Eleanor Wallace of Sumter, an
Anyone who has paid ills space
accomplished musician in her own
but desires an extra copy may
right.
Their daughter, Eleanor,
buy one for S6.00.
a senior at Furman, is a member
of the Singers.
l College Baptist Student Union.
The Singers' appearance here is I
Tlu
is invited to attend
being sponsored by the Clemson and there is no admission charge.

Mr. Jay E. Garvin, Clemson
class of 1920 textile engineering
major, was elected assistant to
the president of the Burlington
Mills Corporation last Tuesday
sta board of directors meeting in
Greensboro, North Carolina.
Mr. Garvin joined Burlington
in 1936. In 1937 he was made
m age
at Aitavista, Va.
j i mmaaev of
twq Virginia plants in 1945, and
in 19 4 G was mace divisional
manager of ali ■ Hants comprising
the Filament division.
In the
summer of 1948 he was promoted
to the post of assistant to President Cowan.
He was born :m6. reared on a
f-rni near Pendleton, S. C,
studied textiles at Clemson Col-

Extra Taps Ordered

_
I
i
'

In top form is red-haired Susan Haward, whose rapid climb up
the Hollywood ladder has brought her leading honors in Universal-International's sophisticated modern-day film story, "The
Saxon Charm."

N. (. Textile Firm
Promotes 1920 Grad

J. E. GARVIN
lege, served in World War I, and
prior to joining Burlington Mills
worked for Brogan Mills, now
Appleton Company of Anderson,
S. C, and • the Judson Mills at
Greenville, S. C, where he became assistant superintendent.
In 1930 he returned to Anderson as general superintendent of
two Gossett MiU plants where he;
j introduced the first rayon weav |
ing there.
He later moved to Kings Mountain as general superintendent of
the Billing Cotton and Rayon
Mills, aiid remained there until
he joined Burlington Mills.
He is married to the former
Abbie Gaillard of Newberry, S.
C, and.they have four children.

Anil Attends Educe.
Meeting In Columbia

£;;...■

The story of
A CHEMICAL ACHIEVEMENT

Cellophane has become the nation's symbol
for modern packaging. Since 1927, continuing
research has developed over fifty different types.

How Du Pont scientists
found a way to
Moistureproof Cellophane
There's no secret to Du Pont's successful system for making chemical
discoveries. It is simply research
through teamwork.
As each new problem in research
arises, it is tackled by men and
women whose training and skill qualify them to master it. Backed by
ample funds and faculties, they are
continuously extending the field of
scientific knowledge.
Take the case of moistureproof
Cellophane. Plain, transparent Cellophane was strong, clear and protective. As a packaging material it had
eye appeal. Its uses were limited,
however. Perishable foods wrapped
in this cellulose film were protected
from contamination and were good
to look at, but they did not retain
their freshness. They either lost or
absorbed moisture, depending on the
nature of the food and atmospheric
conditions.
That was a challenge to Du Pont
research people. They set out to find
materials that would moistureproof
Cellophane without materially affecting its thinness or transparency.
After developing a basic test to meas-

Thts is a booklet you
shouldn't miss
Before deciding on
your first job, send for
your free copy of "The
Du Pont Company
and the College Graduate." Describes opportunities for men
and women with many
types of training. Explains how individual ability is recognized and rewarded under the group system of
operation. Address: 2518 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

Dr. Hale Chareh, Ph.D., Ohio State '23, reenacts discovery of moistureproof Cellophane
film: Bag at far right held water for weeks;
other control bags showed evaporation.
ure moistureproofhess, they tried
various procedures—adding ingredients to Cellophane dope before casting, impregnating sheets in baths
and coating the film.
Coating showed the most promise;
Had you been a member of the research team on this job, you might
have helped mix and test several
hundred different coating formulae
over a 10 months' period. With successful coatings in sight, a small
pilot operation was set up. Then—
to make sure the new Cellophane
was right—doughnuts, cookies and
cakes were wrapped in it and sent
to market. Finally, engineers were
called on to design machinery for
full-scale operation.
Now everything from chewing gum
to porterhouse steaks is being sold in
moistureproof Cellophane. Another
scientific achievement is helping
change the food packaging and food
buying habits of America!

Using your training at Du Pont
Diverse problems call for diversified
talents. At any one time, there are
hundreds of interesting projects under way in the Du Pont laboratories.
You may be trained in chemistry,
engineering or physics. You may
have studied in the fields of botany,
entomology, parisitology, pharma-

WRITE TODAY for "The Du Pont Company and the College Graduate "

Cellophane is made by extruding viscose
through a slit into an acid bath where it coagulates into sheets. Moistureproofing follows.

Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the
department of agricultural economics and rural sociology, attended a meeting of the South
Carolina Education Survey Committee in Columbia yesterday.
Dr. Aull is a member of the
nine-man committee, which was
appointed by
Governor Thurmond to study the educational
needs of South Carolina and to
report its findings to the governor and to the general assembly.
Findings and recommendations
of the committee were presented
to the Education Committees of
the State Senate and House of
Representatives, according to Dr.
Aull, and have been incorporated
into a bill which he hopes will be
introduced in. the legislature in
the near future.
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BarterTheafr Presents Hamlet
in Cotlene

By DAVE SPINER
"Hamlet" is the two
production of the Barter Ttea.1
That's doing right well for
group that started on s
string 'way back in the de
sion. Today, sixteen
it has achieved natiton-wie
Movie stars such as G±e
and Hume Cronyn h;
to stardom from its rank1-.
I
1948 Reader's Digest included a"
article on the histor; of the Barter Theater.
As you would expect, the name
.''Barter'' means just that. I i
the depression Bob Paid
hit upon the idea of leaving New
York and going to Virginia v
food was plentiful. The stage was
sot in Abingdon and tickets for
his players' performances were
exchanged for vegetables, chickens, and turkeys.
Today cold
cash has been substituted for cold
turkey.
As the saying goes, "Nothing
succeeds like success."
After a
brief stint, in the Air Force, Bob
went back to work with renewed
vigor, and in 1948 the state of
Virginia granted him a $10,000
subsidy and a two year charter
as Virginia's State Theater.
Just so Virginia won't keep a
monopoly on its prize possession,
the Blue Key . and the Clemson
Little' Theater have arranged to
sponsor the appearance of the
Barter Theater for Clemscn's
pleasure. It isn't every day that
a group of professional actors of
their merit hits town," and we
want everyone to know about it.
Oh, yes, the time and place:
8:15. February 23, in the College
Auditorium.
The music will be conducted by
Arthur Kreutz, who was gues
conductor of the New PIT
monic Symphony Orchestra ii
1945.
Directing and in the title rcl
will be Robert Breen, a seasonec
young actor, who has appe
in, or directed, ninety differer;
productions, from Shakespeare i<
^^7""^ 1937" he" was'enga'ge:
by John Barrymore to direc
Barrymore's proposed Hollywooc
Bowl revival of "Hamlet."
Many out of town guests arc
expected to attend the greai
tragedy, and the auditorium can't
seat all of South Carolina, sc
you'd better get busy and gef
your tickets. Student tickets may
be purchased from David Peebles.
Adult tickets are on sale at Doc
Martin's Drug Store in downtown
Clemson. ,

Barker Elected To
Forestry Office

cology or plant pathology. In fact,
almost all the sciences are put to use
at Du Pont.
Working as a member of a small
team, the individual is afforded every
opportunity to show his talent and
capabilities.

OTJB:
KtG.U.S.PAT.Cff-

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

More facts about Du Pont — Listen to "Cavalcade
of America" Monday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast

:effl itmtf i Office Sets Record; 1$f
ister Repurfr^fiiled In
Re;.

tepi

Mfeek h I
;

j

South
Caro'
will move on i
Monday !
for the American Legion's an- j
nual spring rally Which will be ;
featured by visits from the
gion's National Commander,
ry Brown of Beaumont, Texas,
and Legion Auxiliary Na1:
President, Mrs. Hubert A. Goode
of Portland, Oregon.
Officers from-every Legioj
in the state are cxpecu
two-day ses_sion and will
I panel discussions cf many irh! portov*
•esentatives
■

-

trst semester grades
parents mor£
rapidly this year than in any preyear in the history of the
jtion. At least, no one can
recall a time when the reports
were in the mail within twentyhours after the last grades
were received in the Registrar's
Gfrice.
The last' examinations were
held on Saturday afternoon, January 29, the last grades from
professors were received in the
at 11:30 p. m.
on Monday, January 31, and
hundred reports were
fi a. in., Tuesday, Febi. The remainder of the
reports were in the mail before
on the same day.
i rapid preparation and
- ' the reports, giving
- :1 parents almost imee Jen concerning
ic progress for the
.
e .. was ma(}e ipossible
through the cooperation of the
faculty in reporting grades
promptly, planning in advance on
the part" of the Registrar's Office
staff, and the use of International
Business Machines. There were
3,175 grade reports of 23,000
grades included in the process.

:
W. J. Barker, in charge of the questi g
The pane'
forestry program of the Clemson
at 2 o'clock
;
College Extension Service, was and continue through Tuesday
recently elected vice chairman of morning.
Commander Brown and Mrs.
the Appalachian Section of the
Society of American Foresters for Goode will be honored with a
reception and dance Mc;
the coming year.
■ in the Jefferson Hotel- ballroom
This organization has a member- and Commander Brown will be
ship of 433 professional foresters , the main speaker at a luncheon at
in the Carolinas and Virginia. T o'clock Tuesday. All bigness
Barker served as a member cf the sessions will be held at the JefExecutive Committee in 1944 and ferSon Hotel.
Tickets for the ' Chiskea-Of-Tomorrow
as secretary-treasurer during 1945 dance are one dollar . per couple i Contest On At CSem.
and 1946. During this period the an(j tickets for the lunc
The 1949 Chickeri-of-Tomorrow
membership grew from 175 mem- two ^dollars per person.
J. J.
Contest will be h'eld at Clemson
bers to over 400.
Bvdlar
e week of June 6, acMr. Barker is also a member said all persons buying luncheon
o P. II. Gooding,'leader,
of the Section's Committee on tickts wee:
Clemson Poultry Extension Work.
The Legion is seeking to ]
Linconsing Foresters, and prior to
FOR THE BEST
Mr. Gooding is chairman' of the
that was chairman of the Com- it's goal of 30,000 members be6
a Chicken -of- ToIN STUDENT BUYS
mittee on Privat Forestry. A re- fore the spring rally and h;
j morrow Committee. He says that
port on this subject was printed ready enrolled more than 21,000
USE STUDENTS'
j birds
lg in the contest
in booklet form, "A Report of for 1949,
COURTESY CARDS
hatched, the week of
Private Forestry in he Carolinas,"
j March 14.
and released in 1945.
"The goal cf the new three.rsen
Try
outs
'For"
Plans arc now being made for
, year program is a 1951 model
the summer meeting of the SecS
en patterned along the lines
tion to be held in June in Pickens :
of progress made in the initial
comrn
All
stud
County,
South
Carolina.
The'
- c E - tomorrow
breeding
to try out
group will visit the plant and
The new bird,
Little
7 W. Washington Street
timber holdings of the Poinsett for parts in the
•■■■, with still more
'action of
218 N. MAIN
Lumber and Manufacturing Ccm- j Theater's coming
scientifically rede"Arsenic
and
Old
Lace."
Si
GREENVILLE, S. C.
pany and also examine Table
' to bring- increased conplay booklets will be re
Rock State Park.
;fcct:0;i in the same
able for perusal at the main desk
1
has converted
of the library, within a week or
ten days.
Drop in and see if cattle, hojgs, and other food animals ' '
led;
there is a part to suit you. '
■ are being
Tryouts will be held Monday
A Complete General Merchandise Store
•clop and -proand Tuesc
ler bird—one with
YOUR NORGE DEALER
21 and 22, at 7:30 in the C
beefier drumsticks and extra layChapel.
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630
ers of white meat'. State, regional,
national contest are scheduled from coast to coast, and
$10,000 in awards from the A & P
.
are awaitmg breedo possesses
ers who t ■
specimens.
which he thinks might
"In many respects, the chickenbe of nee to the Clei
of-tomerrow is here today," mr.
le^e Student Forum of the
Gooding declares. "Birds judged
ANDERSON, S. C.
at the national finals last June in
3611 B
Deleware, where a California
tween Wei
hatch1.000 prize
that he f.
for its Cornish-New Hampshire
sement
cross, are a
i meat-type
of the Lib.
chicken than consumers have had
BYERS MEN'S SHOP
MARKET INFO DISCUSSED
in thc,
main objective
Dr. Frank O. Bl
aand pro0w is to a
"Anderson, S. C
120 North Main Street
ral statistician of Columbia.
action of these birds so that
Mr.
Paul
Xoenig. a'
more and- more superior chickens
economist of Washington, ID.
ing American
Gordon Sport Coats
,
'.
$29.50
conferred
Monday in Clemson dinner tat'
with Dean H. P. Cooper of the
Mr. Goodin-g ooints put thaw
Eotany Gabardine Slacks
$17.50
School of
are. Vice Dean anyone with a minimum of 100
R. A. McGinty, and Agricultural straight-run chicks or 50 sexed
Economist G. H. Aull in regard cockerels- is eligible to compete,
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION MANHATTAN SHIRTS
to cooperative arrangements for Entry blanks and complete inimproving an
.iing mar- formation about the contest may
MICHAELS-STERN VALUE-FIRST CLOTHES
ket information in South Caro- ' be secured from Mr. Gooding at
Una.
I Clemson.

And Qi4 Lace'

NIMMONS&FIILDCO.

Organic Chemist M. L. Ward, Ph.D., Illinois
'42, and' Physical Chemist P. E. Rouse, Jr.,
Ph.D., Illinois '41, conducting research on the
permeability of thin membranes, including
Cellophane.

Jacqueline Logan as Gertrude and Robert Breen as Prince Hamlet in a scene from the Barter Theatre of Virginia's production of
Hamlet. This new production of Shakespeare's great drama will
be presented in Clemson.

The Anderson Hardware Co.
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another Oscar has been appointed and although his column is
not being written directly from
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Welcome Fresh ma newboy

No More Registration Blues
Unreservedly, we congratulate all who had a part in
making this past registration as easy as it was. The men
in the registrar's office who had a big hand in making it
almost effortless have proved that cooperation on the part
of everybody involved can surely take the headaches out of
one of the worst trials in starting a new semester.
The only lines that were formed seemed products of
habit rather than necessity. Some eager individuals insisted on lining up about an hour before their time card
designations. And then they complained about having to
stand in line.
On tie whole, the new registration process is a tremendous : access. In fact, there doesn't appear to be any
wav to improve on it.

Bad Manners—-Bad Publicity
Sportsmanship on the part of spectators at athletic
events is a thing that any person would be reluctant to talk
about. Yet, the thing must be faced. Clemson spectators
have shown poor sportsmanship at basketball games lor
(lie past few weeks.
One or two instances wouldn't be too bad, but the
tiling has come to the attention of stale papers. Surely,
students should not get so far out-of-bounds that their actions publicly reflect discredit on the school.
Even though some would lay the blame on intense
school spirit, booing players of an opposing team is still
bad manners. Remember, you guys, the referee is closer
to the play than you arc, and even if you do believe he needs
a new pair of bifocals, he's out there to call the plays as he
sees them.

-OSCAR SAYS-

Talk of the

wn

By HOWELL ARTHUR
Boo, Yourself
Religious Emphasis Week, always a comfort to that majority of the student body
who take advantage of their opportunity
to attend its inspiring meetings, has returned.
A well-known slate of speakers
has been obtained for the convocations and
for the barracks discussion groups. We are
fortunate to be able to get such men as
these.
No one need to be urged to walk to the
chapel for the noon meetings or to rooms
in which barracks discussions are being
held. Those who feel that they need to go
wil go, and those who do not will realize
that they, above all, must go.
Don't get me wrong. I think it's fine
that Clemson got its name in all the papers.
A little publicity never hurt any college,
especially Clemson.
Or did it?
During the week before examinations,
Clemson played her traditional rival, the
University of South Carolina, in basketball
in the sbig gymnasium of the Field House.
It didn't take very many days for most of
the newspapers in the state to learn of tiie
cheap sul^siitute some Clemson students
used for good manners and sportsmanship
during that game, and to editorialize on it.
They didn't think, very much of it, and it
must be admitted that they had at least a
leg to stand on.
These students booed the referee when he
made decisions in which they found themselves 'unable to concur. They disturbed
rival players when these were attempting
free throws, They hooted and hollered all
til rough the game, so as to drive a body
nearly crazy.
What hurls is thai it isn't the greater part
of the student body which resorts to such
tactics. It is just enough to give visitors
the impression that it is the greater part.
So it seems that to' the majority goes the responsibility for seeing that its reputation is
not besnuidged by any minority.

Bad sportsmanship is cause enough^ for
criticism when practiced in foreign terrilory. Rut rivals have a right to expect decent treatment when they are playing us on
our own floors or on our own fields. Few
Clemson men who attended the Mississippi
State football game last season in Mobile
will forget soon the courtesy shown them
before, during, and after that game. Most
of them came away with permanent soft
spots in their hearts for people who could
retain their party manners even after they
had lost a game which they were not supposed to lose.
The Mississippians probably had their
patience tried a few times by Tigers who
were not as good winners as they themselves
were losers.
Clemson would do well to try to foster
such good feelings in her adversaries, but
she won't do it so long as she has smalt
groups who persist in upsetting tlie apple
cart.
Perhaps this is where we need our honor
system. It might work Ibis way: One
group, which has enough sense to keep its
individual yaps shut, sees another group
which hasn't. It rises from its seals, approaches the other group, and suggests that
the latter cease and desist. When (and this
is inevitable) the second group refuses, the
firs!, in the interest of the greatest good to
the greatest number, ejects the second bodily. Mob action has its lime and its place.
Then; people won't have to say any more
that Clemson's Country Gentlemen are
boors, and hardly gentlemen at all. They
won't have to waste good newsprint on editorials which condemn the Clemson spirit.
They'll be able to lend to their own business, which, in all likelihood, is in had need
of tending because of past neglect. Someone may even point out Clemson as the
dwelling-place of men of great wisdom and
virtue, and eulogize its excellent competitive spirit. •
Oi' am I getting ahead of myself?

/^#^4
By BILL BERRY
It's good to see most of ibe old
A pec r i:
crowd back, but there are quite
Breathes there a man
a few faces that some of us may
Who is so abnormal,
never see again. It is getting to
That he can not be stirred
the place where a fellow is pretBy a strapless formal.
ty good if he can stay in school.
Today's Chuckle
I hear there is one professor up
here, who for obvious reasons
"Do you think your son will
will remain unnamed, that gives
only three grades, "E", "F", and forget all he learned' in college?"
"I hope so; he can't make a
"don't make me laff". But as
they say, "There's one in every living necking."
Gamecock
crowd."

"Any lab?"

-OSCAR SAYS-

:

OSCAR SAYS

that Dave Spir.er and Doc
that the newest addition to the
faculty from Carolina really Roberts are slugging it out for a
hates Clemson men. Come now, certain campus queen. You pick
OSCAR SAYS
this oscar does not give orchids, only three out of thirty can make the winner.
—OSCAP SAYS
as has been practiced in the past, the grade.
what happened to Dan May's
OSCAR SAYS
but if the occasion should arise
cscar would like to be scooped big green Buick from Anderson?
he will be glad to confer upon deas
to who is the Editor of Tops— "Eyes" Gillespie can tell you.
serving parties, a bouquet of roses
OSCAR SAYS
Darby or Louis Smith?
—four that is.
that "Chip" Crowe's ulcers are
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat Smithwick should recul- better.
thus begins another era of
tivate that mustache. It might
'■
OSCAR SAYS
snooping and scooping.
help.
It's nearing time for the coro-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
nation of another "Booby King."
that he would like to welcome
"Slick" MaGruder back to the ' that Teckiinberg is fairly drool- Don't -vote for yourself this time,
campus, and just in time for ing at the thought of the' dance Peebles.
this weekend.
OSCAR SAYS
"Spring Politics," too.
OSCAR SAYS
well, that's enuff for this time,
-OSCAR SAYSthat "Diamond'' Moore only
that Oscar better not see b'im. .but Mid Winters is just around
OSCAR SAYS
,
needs three credits to graduate.
the corner; so be careful with
that if "Light 'em up" Shep- whom you party and talk. I
Try substituting Oscar-400, Bill.
\
OSCAR SAYS
ard spent as much time in the might be a good buddy of yours.
that "Fog" Booth has -sworn
off Converse. Ha, Ha. Can a fish
live without water.

Staff- Gaslon Gage, Johnny Howell, Jimmy Cushman, Ilassell Simpson,
Tom Donegan, "Rock" Norman, H. A. Havnie, .1. M. Black, X. A. Howell,
(?. L. Clark, R. R. Williams, Ted Thompson.
John D. Lane
*
Faculty Adviser
Ben E. Goodale
Circulation Adviser
E. L. B. Osborne
News Bureau
Virginia Seddon
_
Honorary Editor
Office Phone 5841
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Olfice, Clemson, S. C.
Subscription Rate
... $2.00
Represented by National Advertising Service
120 Madison Ave.. New York, N. V.

To the new man in school, the incoming freshman, we
offer a sincere welcome. Along with the welcome go our
best wishes for success in your college career.
The four years ahead of you will lie hard years, but
they will also be great years. Friendships formed, experiences gained,'and knowledge accumulated, all go together
to make the years spent in college cherished ones.
You are entering a great institution, one that has gained
its reputation and general acclaim through the efforts of
men that have preceded you. Now it is your turn to carry
on the traditions that have made Clemson the school it is.
You have the choice of adding to, or subtracting from, the
ijjjierits of your new Alma Mater. See that your contributions are all constructive.

books for a time clock and flash- Engine House as he does at the
light. Maybe tneir talents lie pin ball machine, he might do a
little better.
there.

A tribe of cannibals were just
about to cook a beautiful young
girl when all at once the cannibal chief spoke up and said: "I'll
have breakfast in bed."
HTA
A city and a chorus girl
Are much alike 'tis true;
A city is built with outskirts,
A chorus girl is too.

She fell upon the icy pavement
And a man who watched her ■
whirls,
Did you know that if you drink
Scene: Cocktail party.
a glass of water every day for SaH, "There you'll have to lie my
Host: 'High' ball or Martini?
dear;
1,200 months you'll live to be a
Guest: "Just straight ginger ale hur
I never pick up girls."
Try it and see!
will do."
Host: "Pale"?
Those last two are from the
Dean: "This kissing going on
Guest: "No, just a small glass
Gamecock.
under my nose has got to stop."
will do?"

That's What You Think!

that Cotton Richardson is quite
By PAUL L^NSFORD
the lever and if you don't believe
The Question:
so, just ask Cotton.
OSCAR SAYS
Out of the many schools to choose from, why did you choose
that if Chuck Chaulker is still
Clemson as the school to further your education? (Asked of
new R. O. T. C. freshmen).
with us, he'd better get on the
ball—academically speaking, that
J. A. Demopoulos, Arch, Orlando, Fla.—"Because Clemson has a good
is.
agriculture course and that's what I'm interested in."
OCCAR. CAYC
that "Killer" Kelly is at last a
senior. Reports come in that he C. W. Long, TE, Conway—"Frankly, it's hard to sayv Due to the adof the R. O. T. C. I chose Clemson because in my opinion it
is sleeping with that newly ac- vantages
is the best military college in the South."
quired gold braid.
OSCAR SAYS
B. Oliver, ME, Charleston—"I didn't want to go to Carolina and
that "Footsie" Foreman is defi- W.
I have a lot of friends here. Clefnson is the only school in the state
nitely working on his vocabulary. other than Carolina that has the course I want to take."
Do you get the stipulation of this,
Genius?
W. V. Buzzell, Arch, Augusta, Maine—"I never heard of the place
-OSCAR SAYSbefore. Clemson stresses modern architecture and it's a thousand
that Tobin and McMahan really dollars cheaper. I'm highly interested in the military."
hit it off in Seneca between semesters. Hear they are both H. T. Campbell, TM, Chester—"I like the idea of having my future
assured with a commission in the army. It's nice to have, a 'little
snowed.
brass on our shoulder."
OSCAR SAYS
that Larry Stanley has mere
bull with him than Farmer M. J. Ciarfello, Arch Eng, Hawthorne, N. J.—"I put in my application to eight different schools, and Clemson was the first one to
Brown's barn yard.
call me."
OSCAR SAYS
that "Stud" Thompson has been
R. E. Wofford, TM, Danville, Va.-r-"I know a lot of the alumni and
keeping secrets from the troops. they
talked me'into coming."
How did he do it? (Keep a secret,
we mean.)
W. H. Simmons, Arch,' New York, N.. Y.- My mother thought I
-OSCAR SAYSneeded a little military training."
that if "Spider" Webb and "Nature Boy" Purser had all the cof- C. E. Mundy, EE, Ware Shoals—"I just wanted to come."
fee pouring out of them that's
been poured into them, they'd E. T. Kilpatrick, EE. Memphis, Tenn.—:"Some leading Tennessee engilook like a spillway on Boulder neers recommended it highly."
Dam.
CT. D. Clifford, AH, Chicago, 111.—"An alumni recommended it very
-OSCAR SAYSthat certain • Clemson profes- highly. T have yet to find out whether it is true or not."
sors should exchange their roll
R. E. Crouch, A&S, St. Petersburg, Fla.—"I'm crazy! No women."
R. R. Lcrelle, AH, Brooklyn, N. Y.—"The tuition is a little cheaper,
and I heard it was good teaching."

Dr. Poole Says
A new semester has begun
,and every student should strive
now not only to pass all courses
but also to make good grades.
Next week will be devoted to
Religious Emphasis. Each year
at this time we have visiting
preachers on our campus. The
men invited are outstanding in
their field and ar,e dec;:,;;/ interested in young men. I hope
all student organizations will
dispense with ' local meetings
and encourage their membership
to attend the 'services. All students and faculty members are
urged to take advantage of the
opportunity to hear these men.
Stop lights have been installed on the highway. These will
prove not only useless but dangerous if students fail to heed
the signals.
Anyone crossing
the street should be certain that
he has the right of way.
The parking of cars in the
proper places must be adhcrrcd
to.' There is sufficient parking
space for everone and the accumulation of demerits because
of irregular parking is certainly
not necessary and students are
urged to cooperate' in this matter.
A reasonable
amount of
wholesome exercise is good for
everone. Training for the track
f',quad, participation in intramural sports, or even walking
over the spacious campus would
help keep students in top physical condition and this would
make for sounder thinking and
better studying habits,
R. F. Pocle, President.

I don't think this happened
around here, but it seems that a
couple were caught
necking
amongst the stacks in the library.
"Whatcha doing?" inquired the
observer.
"Looking for a book," was the
hasty reply.
"What'd she do, swallow it?"
The Appalachian

D. J. Ofidabbo, Arch, Queens, N. Y.—"It's close to Florida."
R. S. Stewart, VAE. Fountain Inn—"I wanted to take Vocational Ag.
I didn't have any other choice."
J. D. Maddox, TM, Co?umfeia—"To provide a future for myself. Running errands for the upperclassmen gets me down."
W. E. Jones, ME, Durham, N. C.—"I didn't want to go to N. C. State."
A. M. Rivers, ME. Guantaiiamo, Cuba.- "I had a cousin who attended
hcre, and it was highly recommended.
F. V. II. Smith, Arcli, Charlot'.e, N. C—"My father didn't like my
grades at N-. C. State, and taid if I wanted a college education I could
come 1o Clemson."
*C. II. Draper, TM, Spsrtanburg—"Aw, I don't know.
good Textile school."
\

They got a

R. R. Bel!. TM, Pelzer—"I thought I could do better here than
Furman. I like the snititary fine."

at

Carlos G. Fant, EE, Ssn Juan. Puerto Rica—"I like the military discipline,'and my brother-came here. I knew it was a good school."
S. S. Harrcll, KB, Detroit, Mich.—' I applied 1o four different schools,
and Clemson was the only one that would have me."
T. W. Berry, ME, Savannah, Ga.—"Because of the military I got to
study."
(If you have any questions you would Ijks to have answered, drop
a postcard to Box 1214, and we'll do it!)

m£& K&ut&i
JACK BRADFIELD, P. O. BOX 502
THE VILLAGE BELLS
The village bells peal out below,
As they have pealed each day.
The flocks are spread like tawny sand
And slowly falls the purple night
Along the twilit strand.
And far out where the day has flown
The fleet sails into bay;
They race to home, a gyosy band,
Like snowy fluffs of fleece;
And with them rush the hopes and fears
Of we upon the land.
A sailor man to wife again
Is ail the bells can say,
And eyes as bright as if they planned
To take the place of day;
But none, but none, they say to me,
Will come to where I stand.
TO A FRIEND
How can I measure all the things you are:
As well the upward-soaring meadowlark
Aspire to touch a lovely distant star;
As soon the flame be warm'ed by the spark.
Oh. I can build a fairy castle bright
And wonderful, of word and wish and dream;
And I can span the world as swift as light
Upon imagination's sparkling stream,
And ye;, the powers that I boast are mme
Have no conception worthy of the tasks
Of finding ways to tell ycu how divine
A soul that ever giving, never asks.
Ycur kindly grace exceeds my grasp by far,
For God hath measured all the things you are.
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Chaucerian Invitations Are Issyed to

Ipha Phi Omega
Schedules Election
' 1. " ■

By Howcll Arthur

FKGF. BRADLEY

UNCLE BILL

Bill Greenlee, wbo has worked .at Clemson all his life and once
was emploed by Thomas Green himself, accepts from Professor
Mark Edward Bradley of the department of English the reply
with which he and other members of the department responded
to an invitation to a housewarming held by four of their number
last Saturday night. Bill went to each professor's home courierstyle on his horse, whose name is not Silver.

BIG MID-WINTER DANCES

>ee
TAILS

DINNER JACKETS

TUXEDOS

SPORTING GOODS

—

HOUSEWARE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

They have what if takes
have the traditional Bell
System spirit of service that aims to "get the
message through." They also have what it takes
TELEPHONE LINEMEN

in the ivay of equipment and supplies.
Their wires, cables, poles, tools and countless
other things are provided by Western Electric—
maker or supplier of practically everything used
in your telephone service. We carry stocks of
31,000 different items to help all Bell telephone
people, not only to do their daily job of maintaining and expanding telephone facilities but
also to meet sudden emergencies.
£ Western Electric has been a part of the Bell
System for many, many years — ever since 1882.
Our people share in the System's spirit of service.
We, too, are always ready to answer the unexpected
hurry call — to help "get the message through."

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

Dr. M. A. Owings, Professor J.
P. Winter, Professor H.. M. Felder, Professor D. I. Purser and
their wives held housewarmings
in their new homes, which they
themselves helped
build,
last
Saturday night. The housewarming was in the form of a progressive dinner party, moving for
four courses from appetizers to
pie and coffee among the homes
of the Felders', the Owingses',
the Pursers', and the Winters',
respectively.
The new houses are on Strawberry Hill, overlooking the Seneca River
from the
Clemson
side of the river, in a new residential development.
The Chaucerian-type "pilgrimage" was made in automobiles.
Invited were Dr.
and
Mrs.
Robert F. Poole and all members
of the department of English.
The invitation was written
in
the Olde English made unpopular
by Geoffrey • Chaucer, and went
like this:
What that Febrary with his
shoures colde
Hath royalliche grown to five
days olde,
The Townes clocke strikes seven
and the olden sonne
Hath in Aquarius his halfe courr
yronne,
Thanne longen folk to goon on
pilgrimages
To Strawberry Hille with ful
devout corage
The hooly, plisful homes for to
seke
That English clerks hath built
from purses weake.
But natheless, whil I have
tyme and space,
Er that I ferther in this tale
pace,
Me thynketh it acordant to
reason
To telle you al the condition:
The Owings, Winters, Felders
and Pursers invite the members
of the English department and
their wives .to a progressive dinner, Saturday,
February Fifth.
This "compaignye of sondry folk"
are to gather at seven P. M. at
the Felders' home.
Now have I toold you—shortly
in a clause
The tyme, the, place, the nombre,
and eek the cause
Why that assembled 'is this
compaignye
Ipori that hill highte
S'rawbcrrye.
r. s. v. p.
phone 57344
Professor M. E. Bradley penned
the answer in the same Olde English, followed by each professor's
name written in the manner of
his own, "Edw. 0*Bradllea, Hys
merke." That means "His Mark",
and he was supposed to write an
"x" after his name.
Bill Greenlee,
septogenarian
Negro who has been employed at
Clemson all his life, and once
blacked Thomas Green Clemson's
shoes as the late founder's man
Friday, delivered the response on
horseback, dressed in appropriate
Jivery. He took it to the home
of each person invited, and each
made his "merke" or did not, according as he accepted or did not
accept the invitation.
The reply:
To oure murye Hostes:
Whanne that Olde Ianus once
hath breathed hoote,
Th' shrewdnesse of Februa to
better boote,
That whisketh the ch ukke,
bleered of eye,
"3acke to hys hole by th' Lyndyn
tre,
Thanne cometh to us bye the
Kynges poste
V littel lettre from our alle
hoste;
Vncl us ryghte gladde that lettre
thanne maketh—
That each anon hymselve
by-laketh
To Feidren Bent at Ttrawberry
liii
To byde in plesuance and
ryghte gode wilie—
To Winter-Savyne and Purseres
Pryde syth we roam,'
And sythen, south by wests, to
Owing-Holme—
Th' ev'ning passe in fellowsnlppe
the best,
Til tyme that good folke bo atter
ther resle.
And now, to short" thys lympinj
lytel laye,
We're gladde to com en th'
appointed day,
In muryest moode anon arryve
at seven,
To ben with you until the houre
o'leven.
; And now, wight scriveyn, with
thy haunt of clerk.
I Affix cur nevenes for the
rightfull merka;
Thanne droppe thys lettre in the
Kynges poste
That ye-may wende to cure aller
hoste.
Now com t'oure hostes al ye With
merke affixt;
Uppe nil, doun dale, we'll plave
fro derke til lichte.
Actually, it did not last "fro
derke til lichte" ("from dark 'til
I light", to you). It was all over
but the Chaucerian shouting at

I 11:30 p. m.

duled meat
February 14

A< th'< 2 sa me 11 »-.-

as ins'
:e f.ir

The
nicut" j

banquet for
trict Counei
the colic: :
b'etweeh-sefn
of the club he ,-, -,c l decoi ■ate
• as usl ers

Ob«ervins? the rerfcrmance (Characteristic cf a 3-cylinder Diesel
engine are several advanced students in mechanical engineering*
Beginning at the extreme left and going clock-wise around the
machine, the students are J. N. Austin, D. R. Sh.e'or, C. D. Willard, E. M. Jenkins, J. M. Collins, C. H. Martin, L. H. Lainar, L.
L. Johnston, and F. E. Boaty.

Room Changes Should
Be Okayed By Zorens
It would DO greatly appreciated
f. veteran students making room
•hanges would make the arrangements through the Commandant's
Office, according to S;-;t. Zorcns.
The last date for such changes t'o
je made is February 14.
The Cadet Corps is being reshuffled slightly because <
large number cf stvtdcnts A'hc
failed to return this semester.
TEN RELIGIOUS LEADERS
(Continued from Page 1)
The Rev. Edward A. Driscoll,
director of the student work of
the YMCA in the Southern area.
He is a graduate of Maryville
College and of Hartford' Seminary, has held pastorates at several churches, and during the
war served as a USO secretary.
The Rev. Wallace W. Fridy,
pastor of the Bethel Methodist
Church in Spartanburg. He is a
graduate of Clemson and of Yale.
While at Clemson, he was president of'the YMCA (1931-'32) and
is a charter member of the Clemson chapter of Blue Key. He was
also a member of a number of
honorary and scholastic organizations. While at Yale, he was
elected president of the student
body of the divinity school.
The Rev. ' Robert H. Ayers
state student secretary in charge
of work with Baptist students. A
graduate of Furman Univ
and the Yale Divinity School, he
was pastor of the Baptist Churcr
at Andrews before he was employed by the General Board o.1
the Baptist State Convention.
The Rev. John J. Bradley, C
S.P., now attached to the Paulist
House in Winchester, Te:m. . A
native of Toronto, Canada, he wa'
ordained at Catholic University
in Washington in 1944, and upor
entering the Priesthood was appointed to the South African
sion Band of the Paulist Fathers
He will. lead several afternoon
and evening discussions at the
St. Andrews Catholic Church ir ;
Clemson.
The'1
schedule
cf
barracks I
forums is as follows:
BARRACKS FORUMS''
8:39 p. m.
Speaker
Men. Tu- Wed.
Mr. Lasater
Bd
Mr. Har'dih
B
A
A
Mr. Satterlce
C
B
VTr. C "
D
C
B
C
VTr. DriEcoll
E
D
Mr. Cole
F
E
Mr. Jones
G
F
Vfr. Gribbin
H
G
Mr. Frampton
I
H
Mr. Spangenberg K
I
Mr. Fridy
I,
K
I
J'V
Fr. Donelpn
M
I.
L
VIr. Ayers
Bd
M
Mabbi Klaperman —
—

7

/s
Aean-Hiqh traces
If<

j

A list 'of students who should
| be academically outstanding, but
are achieving below a gr; de
| average clLS., has been pre
by the department of
student
personnel at Oregon State College and sent to the head COUP- |
selors of th" schools
Dallas Norton,
nator here.
The students were selected on
the basis of having received top
scores in the American Council!
of Education psychological examination. The students were then
segregated into two groups, those j
with a cumulative average of 2.00 j
to 2.49, and those with an aver - |
age of 2.5 to 2.93. The records
for students below a 2.00 have
already been reviewed.
The head counselors will try to
discover ,the reason why this
group does not achieve up to its
potentialities. They also plan to
do anything possible to challenge
this group to improve its academic record, Norton said.

McINTYRE TO GIVE
(Continued from Page 1)
lance music must please the
videst audience."
Mclntyre is known'for his wide
ariations in music. His is one
if the most modern and poli
"ame bancs.
Yet he ma
to keep a finger oh the publii
pulse. That is one reason \ 1 y
"al Mclntyre's orchestra is among
the most popular in the nation
today.
Mclntyre lost no time in • . ting on the recording Hit Pai
His band v/as just a few m<
old when RCA Victor signed him ]
"Commando Serenade" was his
first real successful wax eff< '
and "Sentimental Journey"
the juke boxes with a cru$hine
effect.
It became the nation';
top tune.
Recently Mac switched to tir ;
newer and progressive MGM
label. He is one of the few name
bands to sigh with that cdmpsny
9nd has a wide choice of material
He's been turning out top patters
now on the yeliow-and-black
labels.
popular
recordings,
Cromwell
Connecticut's pride and joy. Ha1
Mclntyre,' has little to worry
about in his climb to success.
Featured with Hal Mdrtyrr
estn
are
two
vocalists
:ie Lester and Betty Nfltfon
Betty is a ravishing, luscious
blonde. Not only that, but she
sings like a canary. Frankie is
dashing enough in appearance,
and sings well also.

Col
*&&& len

<sS$*

■

ence of the Wcmai
I: Baptist Chui
9 p: m.-l a. m
Dance: Field Hi
February 12 (Saturday)
.3-5 p. m. Iirf( rmal T>
Field Ho:: .

February .";" (S ma y)
2:20, 6:20 p. in. Vc ' < ■
YMCA.
February 14-17 (21
'
day)
•
Religious Emphasis Week.
February 14 (M 4 p. m. Clen
Home of Mj s. A. B,
fessor A. M. Mus
"Dahlias."
7 p. m. Forum Club; 'Physic:
Building.
February 1G (Wednesday)
6'45 p. m. Church Night foi
Campus Churches.
8:30 p. m. Newcomers' Club
Browsing Room.
February 17 (Thursday)
■8 p. m.; Concert b'-7 the FinPiano Quartet; Field House. Thi:
is the third number on the Clem
son College Concert Series.

C Club i5 followfn,
traditional procedure this
iring and executing a drive to increase interest and
2 in It ■•V~;oas. Emphasis Wesk activities. The rr.emt'er;
door-to-door canvass immediately besore
convocation, r
students of the occasion. Here Ray
r
B,WS and Bob Martin are pacing the v. ord to Neal Westmoreland and Jack Mathews.

Hay And Perrell Head, Prefab Questionnaire
A'SCE Coming Year
Due; Must Be Return
■ Gordon Hay, civil engineering '
senior of Charleston, S. C, was
elected president of the Clem- i
son chapter of,the American So-!
ciet, of Civil Engineers at the j
last meeting on Tuesday, January
18.
Dave Perrell, civil engineering
senior of Asheville, N. C, w a s j
sleeted vice-president.
Mr. E, E. Hanks, district engineer of the American Institute
of Steel Construction in the Carolnas and Virginia, gave a short j
talk concerning steel construe-1
tion in the South.

Xho Clemson Housing Office
has pasted on its bulleiin board
a list of those students on the
•i'ab list who have been sent
ionaires concerning prefab occupation but. have not
turned them in,
Aj:plicants who have riot received questionaires should consult this list immediately to
make certain that a questionaire has not been sent them, as
failure to reply v.iil result in
cancellation of the application.
The new waiting list for prefabs and T-3 apartments will
be posted March 1.

*Sw0&e & IttGKV
Luckies' fine tobacco picks you
up when you're low. . . calms
you down when you're tense!

Luckies' fine tobacco puts you on the right level—the Lucky
level—to feel your level best, do your level best.
That's why it's important to remember that LUCKY STRIKE
ripe, l^ght tobacco that makes a
thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco
experts — auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen — smoke Lucky
Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined.
MEANS FINE TOBACCO—mild,

Light up a Lucky! Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
low, calms you down when you're tense. So get on the Lucky level
where it's fun to be alive. Get a carton and get started today!

£&/%ZXJ:
COP3., THE AMERICAN TOSACCO COMPANY

_
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Tiger Swimmers To Meet Pensaeoia
Clemson's swimmers will get into action Saturday foi*
the first time when the tankers play host to Pensaeoia at 3
o'clock in the YMCA pool. The watermen dropped an exhibition match to Georgia earlier in the season, but this will
oe their first scheduled contest.

The tankmen will be out fc ♦
ivc-rigc, for they fell before the
»me team last year in a close
ad thrilling meet held at the
:ome of the Floridans.
Coach McHugh lost several
;ood men last year and has lost
By J. R. COOPER
several more since, but he has
several veteran swimmers, with
The Intramural Sports prograr.
which he has built a team that at Clemson is the mediurr
should do justice to the colors hrough which the students wh<
they carry. Although the swim- are not participants in one of the
mers have been handicapped by varsity sports .get their exereis*
various and sundry things, they and -physical development. The
have come up with a capable and program is sponsored by the Y.
hard fighting team.
M. C. A. and the Athletic AssoJimmy Jacobs and Harry Par- ciation. The Athletic Associatior
ker, recently elected to captain buys part of the equipment which
the team, will lead the paddlev, is used in the program and pays
into action. Stan Converse anc for half of the time for stuRod Brisendine are also veteran: dents who -work in the Intramural
of the pool, and will bear watch- Equipment room and as referees
ing in the meet with the boyi The Y. M. C. A. buys part of the
from the sunshine state.
equipment, pays for half of the
Swimming for tha Bengals in students' time and furnishes the
the 300 yard medley relay will Director for the program.
be Jimmy Jacobs, back stroke, H.
Some people may not be conC. Shadwell, breast stroke, anc scious of the scope of the IntraStan Converse, who will swirr mural program and its objectives
the free style.
It is our purpose to develop the
In the 220 yard free style wil! kind of overall program' that will
be Harry Parker, and either Con- give every student an opportunity
verse or Brisendine will replace to participate in the sport of his
Matt Moore, who is no longer at choice. The program includes
Clemson.
eight sports as follows: swimming,
BRISENDINE TO DIVE
volleyball, touchball, basketball,
Brisendine and Parker will vie softball, golf, tennis and a new
in the ?0 yard free style, while sport that is being added tihis
Saunders and Brisendine will year—Archery. Intramural boxrepresent the Blue Ridgers in the ing has been discontinued since
diving department. Tom Mar- fhe varsity boxing has besn distin, a February graduate, anc continued.
Moore swam the 100 yard free
A brief resume of the orograjm
style against the Georgians.
■will give some idea of the effort
The loss of these two leaves r that goes into the development
gap in that position, which wil" of Intramural Sports. In Barracks
.probably be filled by
No. 1 we have an equipment room
Converse or Brisendine.
Converse,
that is open from 2 to 6 p. m. and
Parker and Watson will ge ir 6:30 to 8:30 p. m. daily; Saturthe 440 yard backstroke, with days and Sundays 2 to 5:30 p. m.
Shadwell and Pat Sheeley pro- A student is always on duty durviding the fireworks in the 200 ing these hours so that any stu"->rd bre^ststroke event. Jimmy dent may check out athletic
Jacobs will more than likely be equipment to use. Since Septemnamed to swim the 150 breast ber 13 when the students arrived,
stroke event.
we have had 1,023 students check
Brisendine and Converse are out 867 footballs, 132 basketballs,
the only remaining tankers who 34 volleyballs and 18 volleyball
swam against Georgia in the 400 nets. This means that 32 percent
yard relay. The other two Ben- of the students have used this
gal -participants in the event will service and many more have used
be chosen from the already men- the equipment since one student
tioned men and possibly D. Boy- may check out a football, but 12
kin.
or 15 students will use that ball.
The swimmers listed under
Teams are organized by comthess events swam in these de- panies oz hi iho care of veterans,
partments against Georgia, and by clubs or barracks. The Athwill probably get the nod against letic and Recreation officers of
Pensaeoia.
the companies and the team capCAROLINA NEXT
tains of veterans teams along
Carolina will furnish the next with the Director cf Tntramular
opposition for the McHughmen, sports form the Intramural Counwho have several definite meets cil. It is this Council that deand several more scheduled ten- termines policy, passes on rules
tatively. They will definitely for participation and decides on
meet Emory, the University of questions of protest.
Florida, and Florida State. The
We started the Fall program by
not-so-sure engagements "include having all freshmen- take .swimones with V. M. I.,- V. P. I., and ming tests. Those who could not
Washington and Lee.
pass the test were scheduled for
swimming classes for three weeks
where two instructors, Mr. T. A.
Frosh Cagers Lose
Martin and Cadet Andrews taught
To Red Raiders
the men to swim. In the volleyBad defense was the main ball program there were 13 teams
cause of the crushing defeat using 192 men with 440 games
handed to the Clemson freshman played. Co. B won the title of
basketball team Monday night volleyball champions in a close
by the Red Raiders from Green- game with Co. I The touch footville High School. The 55-29 ball program created a lot of inone-sided affair was the third terest with 18 teams participating.
game of the season for the Baby Twelve of these were R. O. T. C.
Tigers. The Tiger Frosh had company teams and six were vetpreviously lost one tilt to the erans' teams. The .chansons
Carolina Biddies, and had beaten were decicJed on the basis of games
the Furman Freshmen earlier in won. Co. K won the -championthe season.
ship, winning 7 games with only 1
The Red Raiders took the lead tie game and none lost. Co. L
early, and sparked by Warren was the runner-up with a record
Godshall, they amassed a total of of 6 won, 1 tie, and 1 loss. There
14 points in the first quarter. were 69 regular scheduled games
They never relinquished that pljyed with 376 men participatfirst-quarter lead. At the half- ing in this sport. We estimate
time, the count stood at 42-21 in that at least another 200 student;
favor of the victors.
played touch football in games
The standout for the Clemson that were scheduled.
team was Ronnie ftichardson,
Following the football program
who shot nine points. "Speedy" we immediately started the
Joffre racked up eight units dur- basketball schedule. In' spite of
ing the night.
interruptions the basketball pro-'
The affair "was only the third gram is going along fine. There
appearance for
the Clemson are 26 teams, 13 R. O. T: C. and
Freshman team and is difficult, to 13-non-R. O. T. C. We use both
make a prediction as to how they gyms playing 4 games, each night.
will show up in the future.
To date v/e have played 55 games
and will play 38 more games in
The flower that follows the sun the league and 24 in the tournament. On February 22 the Indoes so even on a cloudy day.

Inframurah Serve

On Tuesday afternoon, an announcement was made
to the students concerning their conduct at the basketball
games this year. It's not very encouraging to hear a plea
to the students who are called "Country Gentlemen", to
withhold boos and jeers at the opposing team and referee.
There should never be any reason for any talk about our
behavior at any sort of adiieuc event, because we've i~i*fc
been noted for our unsurpassed sportsmanship.
It seems that Cemson men have acquired a repuiaticn throughout the state for being very poor hosts to
the schools that play basketball here. And there is
just reason for this attitude. Anyone who has attended some game has witnessed, and perhaps has
been a part of a crowd that constantly booed the officials and sometimes raised the roof when an enemy
player attempted a free throw. Now, anyone knows
that the students aren't the only ones guilty, for,there
are many outsiders who are just as bad or worse. But
that's no excuse.
By the time Furman comes here for what will be the
last game of the season, it is the sincere hope of this writer
that there will have been no further cause for such unfavorable-comments directed toward Clemson men. When Furman dois come, let's show them that we still deserve the
name. "Country Gentlemen".
Sanders At Clemson
"Red" Sanders, who has recently resigned as head
coach at Yanderbilt for a similar position at UCLA, was a
popular figure on the Clemson campus when he was part
of the Tiger coaching staff. 'Most people nicknamed "Red"
,
,
, ,
, ,,• \
.•
,
A ,
have been so crowned because of their head
decoration, ubut
Sanders was called "Red" because he had a brighthaired
brother who preceded him as a student at Yanderbilt.
Sanders came to Clemson in 1926, immediatey upon graduating from Tennessee University. He served
as assistant freshman coach until 1930, when he was
named assistant backfield coach.
Remarkable Passer
Red was noted for his uncanny passing. A description
of his aerial talents comes from Professor Ben Goodale who
described Sanders as "the best passer I ever saw." According to "Big Ben", Sanders, in the performance he used
to give during half-time at the gafnes, would stand at one
end of the field and heave i!:e pigskin the length of the gridiron and over the ofhe
posts. Not only that, but
Sanders could perch en the mid-field strip and toss 6 out of
12 pigskins through a basketball goal. Clemson may well
be proud that such a famous person as Mr. Sanders was
once affiliated with the school.
Tankers In Action
Our swimming team faces action for the first time
in> regular competition this Saturday at the "Y" when
they vie with Pensaeoia. Coach McHugh and his boys
haven't had much cooperation in their fight to keep
Clemson in the swimming world. One of the many
handicaps is the small pool in which the team has to
perform, and another major thing holding them back
is that they have not as yet been put on the training
table.
All athletes have to watch their diet, and the tankmen
shouldn't he exceptions. Just because it is a minor sport
there is no reason why the team should be treated like an
intramural team. That's about how much consideration
the tankmen get. They've spent many long and hard hours
at the pool preparing for this meet, so let's go down on Saturday afternoon and give them a -rousing season send-off.
If anyone deserves it, they do.
Spring Practice
Coach Howard missed a good many familiar faces
when he called the footballers together Monday, but the
"Head" is reported to be pretty well pleased'with the
prospects. The boys seem to be in good spirits and forgetful of the fact that many stars are gone. As long as this
feeling exists among the players, we feel certain that the
Tiger's roar will be heard long and loud next year.
Pruitt Back
With June Pruitt back in the line-up, the
Tiger
cagers will probably be hard to handle in these last few
basketball games. The basketeers have lost several
heartbreakers this year, but with the veteran Greer
hoopster back in action, the eagemen should fare better than average in the tilts to come. Pruitt was leading the Tiger scoring parade when a knee injury suffered in the Citadel game forced him to the sidelines.
IPOAY Presents
Pictures of the 'Gator Bowl will be shown tonight to
IPOAY members in the 'chapel. This film was taken by
IPOAY officer "Bumps" Freeman and will be in color.

esi
In Intramural Play

atiirday
SHALL WE DANCE?

Statistics compiled through Feb
ruary fourth show that L Comsany, the Wildcats, Barracks 4.
and the Nueps are. atop the intramural basketball standings with
undefeated records. Right behind
the leaders came B Company, the
^lemsomans, and F Company
'•he have a .750 percentage o
games won.
Next in line were D Coir-pan;
ind Band Company with a .66'
percentage. Fourth place was
leld by the Spartans, who had ai
2ven .600 record.
The Tri-county Club. E Ccm
pany, H Company,, K Compare
Tnrt Barracks 7 shared fifth plac
with a 50-50 count. Fifth place
was held by A Company and R
Company, both with .400. Las
place in the race for top honorwas in a deadlock between C
Company, G Company, I Company, and Barracks 5.
tramura.l basketball tournament
will begin with the 13 R. O. T. C
teams in one tournament and the
13 n'on-R. O. T. C. teams in the
other. There are 468 men participating in the Intramurr.
basketball on the 26 teams.
Students are already asking
when the softball games will start
Last Spring we had 24 teams ir
softball using 500 men and expect
that there will be more teams
playing" this year than last. Softball games will begin on March
9 as soon as the basketball season
is over.
Lest Spring we also had a golf
tournament with three flights
The winners were, Joe Chapman
W. B. Randall and L. M. Deese
Arrangements are made to play
the Intramural golf at Bbscobe;
golf course. This year the National Golf Association is .furnishing medals and National Golf Association certificates to the winners. Already we have received
a set of Rules of Golf at a Glance
and these rules are posted in the1
Club House at Boscobel. In additioh we will soon have 100
Booklets consisting of 32 pages on
how to play golf. These will be
available at the Y. M. C. A. for
10c each and are sent to us by the
National Golf Association. These
will go to anyone who wants
them; first come, first served.
More details about the golf tournament will-'' be coming about
March 1.
The tennis tournament past
Spring did not have as many
participants as we should like to
have. There were 70 men who
signed up for play and 62 actually
played in the tournament. Thirty
men entered the singles tourney;
and 32 men in the'doubles. Joe
Black and H. B. Littlejohn were :
the winners in tennis. We expect;
this year to have at least 100 men
in the tennis tournaments.

aii .uiitsiandina
By DiCiv RAINES
i With spring football " training
coming back into the picture,
thoughts of the past grid season
and of tv,:
ore corn:.- into
mind. The House of Howard will
again bo preparing for another,
great year on the gridiron anc"
among the top prospects up from
last year's fine Frosh squad is
Joe Bryant.
Joe, or "Bogie" as he is called
by his team mates, entered Clemson last September. He was one
of Coach MhFadden's mainstays

all season where he was the number one piyotman. "Bogie" si
bolster the center position
more in the coming campaign.
Although a 'native of Fairfax.
South Carolina, Bryant has spent
the last .eighteen of his twenty
years in Savannah, Georgia. T
at Savannah High, Bryant received his coaching under the former Ail-American Chick Shiver.
He was a star athlete, lettering
five times. In '45, '46, and '47 Joe
iettered in football where he was
an outstanding center. He was
selected on the 1947 All Region 11
and All-GIAA elevens. During
that same year Bryant held down
the center berth on Savafmah's
championship basketball quintet,

and following the cage season, he
ore c' the strongest hitters
on the baseball nine.
After graduating from High
■'. Bryant came up to Tiger
tov/ri to work out with the Tigers
-; last ye;
ing drills.
"Bogie" proved his worth and
landed a scholarship.
Judging
from his performance last year
his value as a future star is asI
ur
keeps in top shape
iryc
nmex months by
. j.oor work and indulging in fishing and hunting.
.tile Manufacturing
iajor,'
hopes
to
land a coaching
?
■ ;:ra:-i:ation.
j

ENJOY A DELICIOUS MEAL AT

CLEMSON CAFETERIA
<'Y" Building
Reasonable Prices — Variety Food

McLEES BROS.

Sandwiches and Soft Drinks

STEAKS TO ORDER
JEWELERS

Tasty Pies, Pastries and Cakes from our own Bakery.
We specialize in Banquets, and Private Parties.

SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris, Operators

P. S. MeCoflum, Owner
*
Clemson, S. C.
"The Official College Book Store"
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More Than One Hundred Me
Sporffocls
in
Focus

'Many Regulars Lost From '48 Team;
Cone, MaShews, Poulos Back

By JIM RICE
Can Clemson belief fit by a physical education curriculum? That is a question which has arisen many times in
the past, and is of particular significance at Ihe present. The
underlying causes for not having such a curriculum at
Clemson are many, but with careful planning and cooperation the installation of such a curriculum would not be too
difficult.
In the past, the question has been brought to the attention of various school authorities without ioo much success.
There have been periods of intense interest in this question,
but each time the intensity has dwindled to such a degree
that the question not only remains unsolved, but also it has
been forgotten to such an extent as to be obscure.
Clemson College could greatly benefit by the installation of such a curriculum in many ways. The main benefift, of course, would be in the athletic department, but if
our standards in sports are to be maintained, a physical education curriculum would be invaluable.
Clemson, for the pasL few years, has been expanding
steadily and there continues to be record enrollments every
semester, but these enrollments could be made even greater
if a well rounded Phy. Ed. program were offered. The proof
of this fact lies in the desire of high school athletes for continuance in their respective fields, and the ultimate attainment of a course which would enable them to coach their
respective sports. Young men today look for future security in work in which they are proficient and happy..
Many young men when they finish college would like to
coach high school football, baseball, and basketball, and
many other sports. They choose' this as a life work, and
very often have to learn the hard way, that is, through actual experience with no textual knowledge of what they are
teaching, because they were unable to obtain such a course
in college, consequently some go through college taking
courses which, are useless to them in future life.
Physical Education is not new, but today there is probably more of a need and a demand for it than ever before.
In recent years many colleges have installed courses of this
nature in combination with other basic curricula at a very
normal cost. In the long run, the effort, time, and money
required have been well spent, for the demand has been
more than the supply.
Colleges are beginning more and more to realize the
importance of physical education, and are capitalizing on
the chance to offer a more varied curricula.
Clemson could do the same at li ttle expense and thereby
benefit in many ways.
In the coming weeks in this column will appear a series
of articles dealing with this subject by trying to point out
the complications as well as the benefits of the installation
of a physical education curriculum at Clemson. It is our
opinion that the benefits will far outweigh the complications.

Over one hundred gridiron* warriors answered the call of job of living un to the refutation
Coach Frank Howard Mondav of the 'Gator Bowl Bengals. For,
"Lest, we forget". Those _ are
afternoon for the spring practice many notable faces were missing words that start one to thin]
session which will last six weeks. when the roll was first called. about, the many, many greats— I
At the end of the month and a Gone are Bobby Gage, Bob Mar- great teams and great players that
'ialf of drilling, activities will be tin, Frank Gillespie, Tom Salis- are now only history here at
terminated by an intrasquad bury, Ray Clanton, Phil Prince, Clemson. It makes an inquisi•;ame between two picked teams. Oscar Thompson, Jack Miller, tive person want to delve into the
Mentor Howard and his assist- Chick Gainer, Jim Miller, and records and attempt to bring to •
ants face the almost impossible many others. Seven first-string reality some of their forgotten
men were lost by graduation. information.
The casualties, however, don't
However, it takes very little
stop with these men as many de- asking to find out that Clemson .
pendable reserves also took their College once floored one of the
finest basketball teams ever seen I
leave.
in these pai-ts. It was in 1939
Backfield
Fixed
Records of the Tiger Scoring
when Ciemson's cagers turned
Although
-Gage
and
Martin
;arade through The Citadel game
what began as a mediocre season
h^ve
departed,
the
backfield
is
showed that Doug Haugk is the
into the first Southern Conferundisputed leader with 131 points pretty well fixed. Cone, Hend- ence Championship basketball
ley,
Brodie,
and
Pettigrew
furto his credit for the fourteen
team, in the history of the colgames of the season. .Forty-eight nish the power from their full- lege.
back
slots,
and
with
Calvert,
Maof the baskets he has shot have
The main standout on" that .
been field goals and the remain- thews, and Cox back, plenty of championship team was Banks
ing 18 of his points were by way thrills can be expected from the McFadden, who is now himself
Tiger tailbacks. Reynolds and
of charity throws:
a basketball coach here at TigerJune Pruitt, who missed four Williams head a long list of wing- town. McFadden's fine floorback
candidates,
while
Wyndham
games because of a knee injury,
work and his accuracy in basketis firmly entrenched in second and Carothers can be counted up- shooting caused him to be named
on
for
their
usual
bone-crushing
olace with 103 units to his credit.
to the Ail-American Basketball
Holding down third place is little blocks.
Several good freshmen ends plus Team that year. He was also
Len Riddle, who has amassed 93
Poulos and Carson will be on unanimously named to the Allpoints in thirteen games played.
Tournament Team after he had ]
■ Jim Reynolds racked U]D eleven hand to flank the Tigers. Moore, sparked; his team to victory
points against The Citadel bring- Rushton and Branson return to throughout the four-game affair.
ing his total to an even sixty, the pivot position, which will
In the opening game of that
which is excellent in view of the undoubtedly be one of the strong- tournament, the Joe Davis coach- |
est
parts
of
the
squad.
Deanhardt
fact that football season kept him
ed Clemson Tigers showed true
from the court for the first six and Hudson will most likely be Clemson spirit by overcoming, an
the
main
tackles
on
the
aggregagames of the. season.
earlv lead which the University
Johnny Snee. running mate of tion and it's anybody's position of North Carolina took in the first
Haugk, is the last one who has a j at the heavilv-hit guard posts,
quarter. The, Davismen trailed
notable sum of points. Snee hasn't j Players Plentiful
19-21 at the end of the first ciuarkept up with Haugk" in points, | Competition for the above- ter, but they showed no dis- '
but he has done very well for mentioned boys will b|g ample, couragement, and at the end of
himself and the Tigers, having i because experience may be lack- the half, Clemson was on the
scored 58 -points so far this sea- , ing, but numbers aren't,
large end of a 25-22 count. The
son.
Candidates for tailbacks in- Tigers held that lead throughout |
With the basketball season elude Mooney, Thompson and the thrilling game, and went on i
about half gone, the Tigers' record Warrick. Blocking backs are to win by the very close score of
hasn't been too impressive, but , Shugart, J. E. Cox, McKay, Par- 44-43.
with the return of Pruitt to the ker, Pugliese, Sobocinski.
Out
In that first game of the tourline-up, the team should show for wingbavk are Willis, Cour- nament, Ail-American
center
sey, D. A. Wade, Foard, Mims, McFadden led the scoring parade
much improvement.
and Kinney.
with 18 points to exhibit the
Jones,
Jarret,
Bryant, D. fine play which caused him 'to
Rifle Team Beaten
Wade and Mitchel are trying for
(Continue,d on P-8)
the pivot position. Trying for
By Georgia Here
Ciemson's Rifle team lost its i the 'guard slots are Childress,
first shoulder to shoulder match Shornshek, Smith, Knight, Mchere on January twentieth whenever, Chandler, Rodgers, Wrightthey were edged out by the Uni- , enberry, Berry, Crawford, Diversity of . Georgia. The final mucci, Mands, L. I. White, and
count was Georgia 1802 Clemson ; Naismith.
Tackles include Martin, Grigs1796.
The firing was close through- bey, Douglas, Olsen, Armstrong,
out, the match as neither team Hanryhan and Fruedenberger.
held no more than a slim advantBattling for the end posts are. <
age at any time. Carol Allen led Faccin, G. Smith, McCautey, Her^,
the Tiger targetbusters with a long, DeLoach, J. H. Calverfcjjkscore of 370 out of a possible 400. Noel, Doffert, Murray, Gooding,
He was closely followed by Hugh Graham, Gentry, Barton, Teague.
Woodle, who gained 368 points, j Preach and Dwight.
B. W. Mitcfium, Frank Gunby, | . From last year's frosh squad
and Shelley were the next high are the following men:* Beller,
scorers for the riflemen.
\ Cook, Ciosfello, Hough, Few,
Firing has been completed by Godwin, Worley, Rhodes,. Barthe sharpshooters in a tournament j rett, Allaband, W. E. Cox, Hogg,
among the teams of the third Lewis, Fullum, Cloud, Bird, Wofarmy area. The squad has also ford, Easterling, LaRoche, Crockfinished shooting for the . Hearst : er, Thompson, and Edwards,
trophy.
The Howardmen will repeat
'Approximately three-fourths of i the 1948 schedule with the exthe telegraphic matches have ception of Rice, who took the
(Continued on P-8)
Citadel's place on the slate.

Haugk Now Leads
Tig. Scoring Race

CAWPVS C4P£%$.'. WP fyl&teM

Emphasis will be placed on the following:
(1) Benefits of Physical Education to the Athletic Department.
(2) Benefits of Physical Education to the students tnrolled in such a course. .

JULIAN, YOUR FE6RIFIC HOURS
8 WITH THE MIDNISHT OIL ARE
SO MANY, vqjU'LL NUGiPV YOUR
I HOPES ON TOMORROW'S QUIZ
i WHY DON'T YOU HITT.HE HAY? y%

TED, I WANT TO WIN THAT
NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP,]
BUT- H RUMPH -1 SMOKE
SO MUCH MY THROAT/
PEELS DRY AS- ---

OSSEOUS ,
Tissue ■

ENJOY A NICE MEAL
AND A MOVIE TODAY

CENTRAL RESTAURANT & THEATRE
W. T. Phillips, Prop.

(3) Benefits of Physical Education to the school.
Anyone interested in this program and who has any
ideas or suggestions which he considers helpful please send
them to Jim Bice, Box 269, The Tiger, Clemson, South Carolina.

DILLARD - GETTYS
SPORTING GOODS
Anderson's Only Exclusive
Sporting Goods Store
JUST ABOVE STATE THEATER

Pictures You May Enjoy Seeing On rhe

IN ANSWER TO YOUR
LAST QUESTION, DOCTOR
IT WAS BRITAIN'S WAR
LEADER«WHO SAID'
HIS OPPONENT
"UTTERED A
TERMINOLOGICAL
JNEXACTITUPe

IT GIVES ME GREAT PLEASURE TO
,
ANNOUNCE THAT JULIAN SCORED A
HyPERPIESISTIAt SUCCESS-HE WON
THE NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP

Campus at Clemson Include:
Feb. 11-12—YOL1 GOTTA STAY HAPPY with Joan
Fontaine, James Stewart. This is a new Universal
picture and said to be unusually good entertainment.

We are the Discount Store to All Clemson Students

Feb. 14-15-16—YELLOW SKY, Gregory Peck, Ann
Baxter

"Your friendly Store"

and Personnel*

Ann

Sheridan, Kent

Feb. 17-18—SO DEAR TO MY HEART, Burl Ives,
Beulah Bondi
Feb. 17—LUXURY LINER
Feb. 21-22—SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK
When you go see pictures ir. cities where you pay $5c,
40c or more, you make it a bit more difficult for us to
secure the best pictures oh the campus and to show
them for less.

PHONE 791

This PROOF is too extensive to be detailed here —but pre-:
medical and chemistry students, who will be especially inter-,
ested,1 can get if in published form FREE, by writing our
Research Dept., Philip Morris Co., 119 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Bowling—Sandwiches—Curb Service

LUCKY STRIKE DRIVE IN
SENECA, S. C.

Open 5 to 11 P. M.

I&M.

Behind the playful plot, our intentions are'definitely serious:
we .want to PROVE to you that PHILIP MORRIS brings you a,
welcome DIFFERENCE in cigarettes.

SENECA, S. C

Located 1-2 Mile Out on Walhalla Hi-Way

EMPYREAN - The clear upper sky.
FEBRIFIC — Causing fever; said of feverish
activity.
NUGIFY — To render futile, to X-out.
OSSEOUS TISSUE - Bone.
PITHECANTHROPOS ERECTUS - Famous
- specimen of primeval man.
EURYGNATHOUS - Having a wide
prominent jaw.
CIGARETTE HANGOVER - That stale,
smoked-out taste; that tight dry feeling
in your throat due to smoking.
TERMINOLOGICAL INEXACTITUDE In short, a lie.
HYPERPIESISTIAL - Quickening the blood
pressure to a high degree.

The Mora/ofOurStorif/s C/ear:

C & W HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY

Feb. 14-15—BILL AND COO
Feb. 16—NORA PRENTISS,
Smith

Goodyear Tires, Batteries, Car and Home Appliances.

IMPROVE YOUR VOCABULARY

CALL

"*«*>

\
Sf

"".o,
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Nine Percent Of

A group o" Ffnior students in Clemson College's School of Textiles recently visited the Institute of
Textile Technology in Chariot esville, '♦a. t>i\ tiugh Erwn, dean of the school, was ?n c'-a-?e of
the parfy. Two other faculty members were inc uded m the Tarty. Dr. J. H. Lansstc-n sni J. C.
Hubbard, Jr. Shown in this picture are (front nw 'eft to right): Mr. Hubbard, who was Tformerly en the staff of the Institute. Jerome W'tsen, Jr., ?,Iaco:i H. Dorscy, Dr. Langrsto-.i. Jesse . Siroman, Jr.. W. P. Gill, Edwards Corley, Jr., Dean Brown, K. K. Keily, Jr., Dr. George H. Coleman,
dean of the Institute. (Back row, left to right:) Jimmy K. Moore, Ernest J. Long, Robert J. Rice,
Clarence Pickens, Ernest J. Blakely, Jr., a graduate la^t year of Clemson and now employee! at
Frank Ix & Sons texxtile plant in Charlo'.tesrill % Paul F. Foster, ames D. May, J. S. Graham,
and G. W. Holcombe. Th<> expenses of the entire group were borne by Deering Millikin & Co.,
whose president, Roger Milliken, believes a know ->d?e of the Institute of Textile Technology and
its functions are important to the future of the industry and to these graduates who soon will move
into positions of importance.

Seniors Visit Textile Institute

By Bob Rice
♦
RIFFLE TEAM BEATEN
Has anyone noticed the moan(Continued from P 7)
ing and groaning around the
been won by the Tigers. Include?'
School of Textiles this week?
in the victories are wins over G
That would be the seniors who
; M. A., the Citadel, and Ohio State
didn't get to go to Charlottesi College.
ville, Virginia, last week-end.
By DAVE SPINER
Four shoulder to shoulderThey keep mumbling something
Clemson has just about reachlike "Why didn't someone tell me ed its saturation point in regard matches \ and the state meet rethe trip was going to be fun?" to new clubs and organizations. main on the slate. Duels with
And those who went grin and Proof of this is the difficulty I Davidson, two with P. C, and a
answer, "We did tell you—after which the Little Theater Group | return match with Georgia are on
we got back!"
had in locating a permanent club- ; tap for the irr.'proving targeteers.
All kidding aside now, the Tex- room.
I Theater Group. This eliminate?
tile Seniors made one of their
After the usual round of buck- the problem of storing makeup
most successful observation trips passing, the Group was delegated ! and scenery in the nearest holelast week-end of all times. The a place of its own—atop the in-the-wall.
journey was to Charlottesville, Water Plant. 'For those of you
Since its inception, the Little
Virginia, to visit The Institute of who are unfamiliar with Clem- > Theater Group has advanced far
Textile Technology.
son's layout, the Water Plant is i in amateur theatrics. The surAs the result of a three-day the red brick building just across : mounting of the technical diffiagreement and arrangement be- from the stadium.
• culties of each play facilitate;
tween Dr. Hugh M. Brown, dean
Although the waiting period , the production of the next. Nev,
of the School of Textiles, the was long, it was more than com- talent is constantly being unveiladministration of the Institute of pensated for by the attractiveness ed and the more experience
Textile Technology, and Deering of the room. Bookcases and a j workers are developing thei
Milliken & Company, (who' paid desk were provided and the walls I techniques. First on this sea-,
all the expensess) the group left were decorated with photogrfhs I son's program will be "Arseniat 8:00 o'clock Sunday morning taken of plays in the past. If rent and Old Lace," one of the longestby chartered bus. They stopped were involved, the price would- !>unning Broadway hits in years.
along the way at Greenville, certainly be high because of the . Casting will, be announced soon.
Charlotte, and Greensboro to choice "waterfront" location.
pick up other students who had
Last, but not least, to coin a
gone home after finishing their
examinations and made arrange- cliche, a storeroom, or rather a
ments to meet the bus at one of prop-room, just in back of the
Water Plant, was alloted the Little
these points.
Arriving in Charlottesville ■ at
8:30 p. m., the group was met by
Arrangements had been made j
Dr. G. H. Coleman of the In- for 27 seniors to go .clcng on the '
stitute, and one of our former trip, but, since it "came right af'er j
Fri.-Sat, Feb. 11-12
examinations, and so many want- |
students, professor and very good ed to spend a few days at home,
friend, "Toby" Hance, who is only about 18 were able to go. It j
now studying at the Institute. Af- is regrettable that so many were ■
ter steaks for all, they were unable to go.
bedded down at the University
Those who, attended this "trav-'j John Wayne, Montgomery
of Virginia—that is, those who 6eling party" were Dean Brown, I
Clift
desired sleep, but your reporter i Professors J. C. Hubbard, J. S.
could not follow those who wan- Graham, and Dr.. J. H. Lanston.
dered elsewhere—not much, that
Also, seniors: Jerome Wilson, ]
is.
Jr., Mason H. Dorsey, Jesse L. ;
Mon.-Tues., Feb. 14-15
Monday morning, despite the 6 Stroman, Jr., W. P. Gill (grador , 8 inches of cold white stuff uate), Erwards Corley. Jr. Z. K. |
that had fallen during the night, Kelley, Jr., Jimmy H. Moore, I
the group was taken for a visit Robert J. Rice, Clarence Pickens,
to the Institute of Textile Tech- Paul F. Foster, James D. May,
nology. The morning was spent C. W. Holcombe, and Ernest J. •
listening to speeches and lec- Long.
tures given by different members
Gene Kelly, Lana Turner,
of the Institute. At noon they
Van Heflin, June Allison.
were guests at a luncheon at trie
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
Monticello Hotel—then whisked
back to the Institute frr more inOpen Until 1:00 A. M.
teresting lectures, a tour of the
Wed.-Thurs., Feb. 16-17
administration building, librarv
TIGER'S DEN
and numerous laboratories, and
ending the day's vi:it with r.n
Opposit? Post Office
informal 'Social in the ponthou~e
conference room of the Insli'ute,
at which time the members of the
visiting party were imr-dncod to
the students of the Institute.
For the next three hours, th"
group was entertained by Fran"
William Holden, Lea J.
Ix & Sons. They were show
MCJ4S SHOP
through a very modern rayo
Ccbb
weaving plant, given en inteno
SENECA. S.C
gational period ovar cold drink
tmd then treated royally wit!
dinner at the Monticello.
Two Clemson graduates served
ss hosts to represent Mr. Frank
Ix, who was unable to attend the
Seneca,
Walhalla,
dinner, himself, Mr. Jack Fewel
S.
C.
S. C.
who graduated several years ago,
and Mr. Ernest Blakely, who
PHONES
PHONE
graduated last year.
383 8z 777
136
After dinner, the visitors were
given an opportunity to see a
boxing meet between the University of South Caro-ina and the
-RADTQ SALES AND SERVICE
University of Virginia.
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
The remaining hours were free
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
from obligations, so the group
-ADMIRAL RADIOS
quietly celebrated their "4th of
July" until the wee hours . of
MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE
morning.
Seneca, S. C.
The trip home began at 8:00
a. m. Tuesday. They had lunch
in Danville, dinner in Greenville, and arrived in Clemson
around 9:00 p. m. with a satisOn Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
fied feeling of a successful trip
completed, a broader sense of
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
good fellowship, a greater knowCOOKIES
ledge of what the Institute of
Textile Technology is doing for
the textile industry, amazed at
the depth which textiles has penetrated into scientific research,
Eas!ey, South Carolina
and fuil of appreciation to those
who made the trip possible.

Little Theater Gets
Space For Clubroom

LEST WE FORGET
(Continued from P 7)

Eleazer To Head
Agric. Editors

Students at Clemson Look

receive the honor of being on the
All-Conference team. One other ' J. M. Eleazer, Extension SerOf 3.190 students in college at!
the end of the first semester, 237 j Clemson player was placed on vice Information Specialist, has j
or nine percent v, eve not per-; that team with McFadden. That been elected chairman of the Ag- j
ricultural Editors section of the :
mitted to continue their enroll- was Bryce, a forward.
Bryce , Association of Southern Agricul- j
ment for the second semester as starred all season for the Tigers. |
tural Workers at a meeting held
a result of their deficient scholas'
In the .second game of the in Baton Rouge, La. Mr. Eleazer
tic records.
was an agronomv maior whiTe at
tourney,
1he
Tigers
nosed
ou'a
The ru'es raqiii
Clemson, and graduated in the ,
a student's first sen.' sr in col- fighting and determined Wake l
lege he must pass a minimum of ! Forest quintet by the score of class of 1916.
Dr. R. F. Pcole, Clemson Colsix semester credit hours, during j
30-28. The game was another lege president, is also the presihis second semester a minimum
dent of the Association of Southof n'->e credit hours, and during thriller, with the lead chitting
his third or later semesters, twelve ' from the Tigs to the Descs seve- ern Agricultural Workers. Pres- j
ident Poole spoke a the conven- ;
credit hours to be eligible to con- ral times before Ciemson finally'
tion in Louisiana, and urged tho ;
tiirue his enrollment during the' ,cinched the gams and won by
extension service, research work- '
folllowing semester.
:
two points. In that game, Mc- ers, and teaching staff of SouthThe list of oil students enrollem colleges, to coooerate with
Fadden shot 11 points.
ed at the end of th,
college presidents in building
The semi-final game of. the
who failed to meet the 'letter of
sound programs for the South. :
?
tournament
saw
McFadden
hit
the law ' of these rcqu'ircrnc-n's
includes 335 names out since ?. the 'teens again in his scoring, j "We need," said President Poole ,
number of these men c-m? very Banks shot 14 points as the Tig- ' "to intensify our efforts on mass \
^lose to meeting the recuffrm^r:-" ers embed the Davidson Wild-1 nedds of the college and its three
had good scholastic records dt-r- cats, 49-33.
branches rather than to work so ;
ing previous semesters, were ill
In the final game of the af-, intensively on individual needs." ;
it times during Jh'e semester fair. Clemson had little trouble
were in line for ;.i dual;on in in beating the University of!
June or in August in soite cf their Maryland. 39-27. McFadden shot |
NEW HOLT BABY
deficiencies, or for other reasons nine points in this game and I
Professor
and Mrs. A. H. Holt
and extenuating circumstances, brought his tournament total up
deserved special considei-ation. to 52 points. That game climaxed! are the parents of a seven pound
l
he council of deans granted ex- one of the finest seasons in Clem- j five ounce girl. The baby's
ceptions to 48 such cases for per- son's basketball history, a n d j
name is Teresa Lynn, and she
mission to continue enrollmant.
won their first Southern Confer- j
To give careful consideration to ence crowru The final record i was born at the Anderson Memsuch cases, five meetings,cr the of games; won and lost was 16 to j orial Hospital on January 30.
council of deans were held.
Mrs. Holt and Teresa Lynn afe
8, which is a very good record
in basketball.
doing fine.
Seven men shared most of the
MILITARY ENGINEERS^ MEET
honors
oh that great team. Bryce
TONIGHT
CLASSIFIED
and Moorman played the forThe Society of American' Mili- ward positions; McFadden and
tary Engineers will hold its Coyle alternated at center; the WANTED — person who
borrowed by Parker penmonthly meeting tonight at 1845 guard slots were held down
hours in Room B-5 of thf%>hysics principally by three' men, Lancil at fieldhouse Thursday
| caster, Btrchanan and Flalhman.
Building.
to
contact me. Reward. C.
Teams'-, like that one of 1939
The speaker for the ^meeting
L. Fleming 3-219.
will be Professor Bob ISfporman, ; will take their place with the
who will tell of his experience in ! all-time threat teams of Clemthe crossing of the Rhiae River ; son, and': names like McFadden, TWO Fountain pens have been
t Moorman and Bryce will always
found at the Library, and are
during the late war.
! be remembered wherever and now being held at the main desk.
Professor Moorman was an of- i whenever the roar of the Bengal Owners may retrieve them by
ficer in the Engineering Corps of ■ Tiger echoes through the hills of giving accurate descriptions of
1
the Blue Ridge Mountains.
them to the Librarian.
the Ninth Army.

^HARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

Clemson Students Always Welcome

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

STONE BROTHERS

<

Civilian and Military Clothes

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young
Men and Students
108 N. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

mm® o o o M@w

THEATRE

'RED RIVER'

. ON THE CHESTERFIELD
SUPPER CLUB
Radio's outstanding nighttime show.
Starring Perry and his partners Jo
Stafford and Peggy Lee. Featuring
the Fontane Sisters, the Starlighters,
and the orchestras of Mitchell
Ayres, Dave Barbour and Paul
Weston. Tune in—all NBC stations,
five nights a week, coast to coast

'The Three
Musketeers'

It's Great Entertainment!

North and South
Carolina Premier

—flBBOtfS

Wigington

\
\
\
/
j

'Dark Past'

rts Co.

RCA VICTOR
"SUPPER CLUB FAVORITES"
at your local Record Dealer

in MGM's latest technicolor
musical, "WORDSTAND MUSIC," at yourlocal theatre
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TOBACCO CO.
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